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ABSTRACT 

INVESTIGATION OF TSUNAMI INDUCED HAZARDS IN THE 

FLOATING DOCKS OF SEFERIHISAR SIGACIK MARINA BY 

NUMERICAL MODELING  

Tsunamis can cause significant damage to structures within the harbor due to the 

water level changes and strong currents they generate. The 6.6 Mw earthquake occurred 

near Samos Island on 30 October 2020 caused a tsunami due to vertical deformation of 

the sea floor. The tsunami caused heavy damage to the floating pontoons at Sigacik (Teos) 

Marina in Seferihisar. While there are numerous studies regarding the propagation of 

tsunamis, their run-up, and inundation distances, the damage caused by tsunami-induced 

water level changes and currents on floating pontoon docks with mooring chains has not 

been investigated yet. Numerical modeling is an important tool to calculate the loads and 

tensions acting on the floating structures in the time domain. In this study, dock A, which 

is the most damaged floating dock in Teos Marina, was numerically modeled using a mid-

fidelity hydrodynamic model, ANSYS™ AQWA®. Initially, the stability of the floating 

dock was examined without the tsunami. Subsequently, the tsunami-induced water level 

changes and currents were introduced to the model. Displacements and rotations of the 

pontoons, tensions in the chains, and forces on the connections between pontoons were 

calculated. The safety factors for sliding and uplifting of the concrete anchorage blocks 

were examined and the stability conditions were checked. Results were compared with 

the observations of the Marina officials, eyewitnesses, captured photographs. 

Consequently, it was shown that chain breakages, pontoon connection failures, and the 

uplift of the concrete anchorage blocks could be simulated in the model. 
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ÖZET 

SEFERİHİSAR SIĞACIK MARİNA YÜZER İSKELELERİNDE 

TSUNAMI KAYNAKLI HASARLARIN SAYISAL MODEL İLE 

ARAŞTIRILMASI 

Tsunamiler neden oldukları su seviyesi değişimleri ve güçlü akıntılar nedeniyle 

liman içindeki yapılarda önemli hasarlar meydana getirebilirler. 30 Ekim 2020 tarihinde 

Sisam (Samos) Adası kuzeyinde meydana gelen 6.6 Mw büyüklüğündeki deprem, deniz 

tabanındaki düşey deformasyona bağlı olarak tsunamiye yol açmıştır. Tsunami  

Seferihisar’daki Teos Marina  yüzer iskele pontonlarında ağır hasarlara neden olmuştur. 

Literatürde tsunaminin denizde ilerlemesi, kıyıda tırmanması ve baskın mesafeleri ile 

ilgili çok sayıda çalışma olmasına rağmen tsunami kaynaklı su seviyesi değişimlerinin ve 

akıntının, zincirlerle tabandaki tonozlara ve birbirlerine bağlı yüzer iskele pontonlarında 

oluşturduğu hasarın henüz incelenmediği görülmüştür. Tsunaminin yapılar üzerindeki 

hasar seviyesinin tespit edilmesi ve azaltılması için sayısal modelleme oldukça önem 

taşımaktadır. Bu çalışmada, Teos Marinada yer alan ve en çok hasar gören yüzer iskele 

olan A iskelesi orta doğruluklu hidrodinamik model, ANSYS™ AQWA® kullanılarak 

sayısal olarak modellenmiştir. Çalışmada öncelikle tsunami etkileri olmaksızın yüzer 

iskelenin stabilitesine bakılmıştır. Daha sonra tsunamiden dolayı oluşan su seviyesi 

değişimleri ve akıntı etkileri modelde yapıya etki ettirilmiştir. Yapının deplasman ve 

rotasyonları incelenmiş, zincirlerin gerilmeleri, ve pontonlar arasındaki bağlantılar 

üzerindeki kuvvetler hesaplanmıştır. Tonozlar için kayma ve yukarı kalkma güvenlik 

katsayılarına bakılmış ve stabilite durumları kontrol edilmiştir. Tüm bu sonuçlar tsunami 

sırasında ve sonrasında Marina yetkililerinin ve görgü tanıklarının gözlemleri, çekilen 

fotoğraflar ve yapılan ölçümlerle karşılaştırılmıştır. Buna göre, tsunami sırasında 

gözlendiği gibi, pontonların yükselip alçalması, zincirlerin kopması, ponton 

bağlantılarının kopması, tonozların yukarı çıkması modelde de simüle edilebilmiştir. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Research Background and Problem Statement 

Tsunami is a natural disaster that can have devastating effects. Since ancient 

times, tsunamis have been observed in the seas around Turkey, in fact, at least 96 tsunami 

waves have occurred in the past 36 centuries. These tsunamis mostly occurred in the 

Marmara Sea, the Aegean Sea and the Southwest Mediterranean. The impacts of the 

tsunami were further highlighted by the Kocaeli earthquake in 1999. Also, the Bodrum-

Kos seismic tsunami was a significant event because of its increasing awareness of the 

tsunami threat in the Aegean Sea (Doğan et al., 2019). More recently the İzmir earthquake 

which occurred on 30.10.2020 in the north of Samos Island  with a magnitude of 6.6 Mw 

(AFAD), generated a tsunami by creating a vertical strike-slip fracture. The tsunami 

impacts the west of İzmir which are Seferihisar, Urla, Çeşme, Karaburun and Güzelbahçe. 

According to the eyewitnesses, the tsunami causes the shoreline recedes up to 5-6 meters 

and afterward, it leads to the increasing free surface elevation in shallow water wave 

characterization and acting like an inundation and entering at a high speed. The tsunami 

resulted in significant coastal and port damage and caused the loss of one life. 

Teos Marina in Seferihisar was severely impacted by this tsunami event. Teos 

Marina is one of the most important marinas in the Aegean Sea. The Marina consists of 

six floating docks moored with catenary chains, concrete block-type quay walls and a 

short rubble mound breakwater. Although there was almost no tsunami-induced damage 

in the quay walls and the breakwater, the floating docks in Teos Marina, were highly 

damaged due to tsunami hydrodynamic forces (GEER, 2020). It was observed that the 

mooring chains and fairleads were broken, and the pontoons were dragged offshore and 

were severely damaged as can be seen in Figure 1.1. Moreover, the aluminum frames of 

docks and the moored ships were drifted and damaged as can be seen in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.1. Damaged pontoon due to the drifting.  

  

Figure 1.2. Drifted floating dock and moored ships after the tsunami, in Teos Marina. 

In recent years, application areas and uses of floating structures in marinas are 

significantly increased. Marinas are ports where marine vessels, and yachts can moor and 

provide for their needs. Marina construction not only contributes to increasing revenue 

from tourism, but it also provides the improvement of the nearby region, it offers business 

and job opportunities, new lifestyle and social amenities (Özkan, 2008). 

 Floating  structures are designed against extreme forces due to the waves, winds, 

storms, and currents. Tsunami is one of the extreme conditions for floating structures and 

the structures are exposed to ultimate pressure and moments due to the tsunami. In the 

case of the marinas, tsunami can cause severe damage to structures and vessels, as well 

as being a risk to human life and safety. 
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The numerical modeling of the tsunami has a vital role for assessment of the 

hazards on floating structures, mooring lines and concrete blocks making connections 

from the chains to seabed. The numerical modeling can provide to determine the design 

conditions against tsunami impacts.  

Despite the importance of numerical modeling for estimating tsunami hazards on 

floating structures, there is a lack of studies focusing on floating docks, particularly with 

mooring lines of chains. The literature survey shows that there is not any study that 

calculates damages on the floating docks with connected units and the mooring lines and 

the assessment of the damage due to the tsunami-induced currents using a hydrodynamic 

numerical model.  

1.2. Aim and Scope of the Thesis 

This study aims to investigate the hydrodynamic behavior of floating docks in 

Teos Marina under tsunami induced water level changes and currents using a numerical 

model  

The main objectives of the thesis are: 

1. Numerical hydrodynamic modeling of  a floating dock in Teos Marina with 

connected units (pontoons) and the mooring lines,  

2. Calculation of the responses and forces due to tsunami-induced currents and water 

level changes using the  hydrodynamic numerical model .  

3. Comparison of the calculated and observed damages and verification of the 

numerical model . 

1.3. Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis is structured as 6 chapters; Introduction, Literature Survey, 

Methodology,  Numerical Modeling of Floating Pontoons in Teos Marina Under Tsunami 
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Induced Water Level Changes and Currents, Numerical Model Results and Discussions, 

and Conclusions. 

A literature review of tsunami, floating docks, and floating docks hazards due to 

tsunami events are mentioned in Chapter 2. 

The study area, properties of floating pontoons in Teos Marina, numerical 

modeling of the floating pontoons, and information about the numerical modeling tool 

ANSYS™ AQWA®  is explained in Chapter 3. 

How creates the tsunami effects which are water level changes and currents due 

to the tsunami, on the numerical model are expressed in Chapter 4. 

Results and discussion from the numerical model are explained in Chapter 5, and 

conclusions are presented in Chapter 6, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1. Tsunami 

The Japanese word “tsunami” word is the composition of “tsu” and “nami” where 

“tsu” means that harbor and “nami” means that wave in Japanese language, so the 

“tsunami” word means that wave in harbor. 

 Some features and parameters of the tsunami is specified such as tsunami wave 

height, tsunami period, run-up height, inundation height, inundation travelling path 

inland, sea bottom topography and distance to the epicenter. The properties in past 

tsunamis are vital for the assessment of hazard and for planning and to take the precaution 

against the possible tsunami (Borrero et al., 2015). 

Tsunami can be generated from the earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and 

submarine explosions like landslides, meteorite collisions (Kanoğlu et al., 2015). The 

earthquakes generally caused the tsunami by reverse fault type (Gupta and Gahalut, 2013, 

2). The location, magnitude and depth of the earthquake is important for tsunami 

generation. The deformations in the sea bottoms cause the displacement of water mass 

which propagates as waves that refer as “tsunami”. The wave orthogonal spread and one 

part develops to the closest shore which is referred as local tsunami and other part 

propagates to offshore which is called tele tsunami (Lander et al., 2002). The tsunami in 

the deep water is noticed hardly due to the smaller wave height (Regina and Mohamed, 

2022). The radiation of the waves causes spreading the energy from tsunami source.  

  The tsunami waves are different from the wind waves because there is 

translational motion which is the motion of a water mass; there is no oscillatory motion 

as the wind wave water particles do (Levin and Nosov, 2009, 82). As tsunami begins to 

propagate, the linear long wave theory can be considered for the waves (Sumer et al. 

2007). When the waves start to come closer the shore, the wave height increases, the wave 
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celerity and wave length reduces and the waves start to feel the sea bottom and as a result, 

non-linear effects in the waves become more significant. The waves analyzed with 

nonlinear shallow water equations. In deep water, nonlinear terms can be neglected 

(Shuto, 1991). 

The length of the fault rupture and slip determine the amplitude tectonic tsunamis. 

Typically, the energy from tectonic tsunamis radiates in a direction perpendicular to the 

length of the generating fault (Sumer et al., 2007). 

  According to the Technical Standards and Commentaries for Port and Harbor 

Facilities in Japan (2002), tsunami wave height can be estimated with employing the zero-

upcrossing method like wind waves.  For this case the estimated tide level is considered 

as the zero line and  the wave height for every tsunami wave can be estimated by 

determining distance between the crest and the trough as shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1. Tsunami wave height description (Source: OCDI, 2002) 

The period of tsunamis is in a range between 5 and 60 minutes. Tsunami periods 

depend on the distance to epicenter, magnitude of the earthquake and also resonance 

properties of the harbor. It is essential to analyze tsunami with period that match the 

natural period of the harbor or bay in the design process. (OCDI, 2002). The matching of 

the periods and the transformations causes amplifications in tsunami height and more 

damages. The natural period of enclosed or partly enclosed basin, such bay, harbor or 

lake depends on its geometry.  

According to the Technical Standards and Commentaries for Port and Harbor 

Facilities in Japan (2002), the tsunami waves experience mainly the wave transformations 

having significant changes such increase in wave height and flow velocity brought on by 
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a decrease in cross section area towards the bay’s end and an increase in wave height 

owing to a seiche in the bay.  

Tsunami waves have long wave periods and long wave lengths which are larger 

than water depths so it can be considered shallow water wave. When the tsunami waves 

start to close to coastline, their initial properties are predicted by linear long wave theory 

as definition in study of Synoklasis and Skjelbreia (1993). Nonlinear effects become 

prominent for the tsunami waves as increasing in the wave height and decreasing in the 

wave length. 

 Tsunami wave propagates by transmitting the energy between the water particles 

(Regina and Mohamed, 2022). Tsunami waves have higher wave length relative to water 

depth and this makes it defined as shallow water wave (González, 1999). As the tsunami 

wave comes to shallower regions, since the wave speed and wave length decrease, the 

transferring energy is obliged to hold in short wave length and it leads to increasing wave 

height (OCDI, 2002; Regina and Mohamed, 2022).  Some part of the energy is 

disappeared. 

 The tsunami modeling is obtained by two ways which are shallow water equations 

and Boussinesq approach. The shallow water equations depend on Navier-Stokes 

equations. The water surface changes, and depth-averaged water particle velocities are 

determined by these equations. These equations suppose that there is pressure distribution 

as hydrostatic pressure all over and the distribution does not vary with respect to the depth 

(Özer and Yalçıner, 2011). It is observed that the vertical motions of the water particles 

do not impact on the pressure distribution and according to shallow water theory, the 

vertical acceleration of water particles in is neglected (Imamura et al., 2006). The 

governing equations of this theory are composed of conservation of mass and momentum, 

and they are described as, 

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0 (2.1) 

 

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑤

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
+
1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+
1

𝜌
( 
𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝑥

+
𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑧
𝜕𝑧

 ) = 0 (2.2) 
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𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑤

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
+
1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
+
1

𝜌
( 
𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑧

𝜕𝑧
 ) = 0 (2.3) 

 

𝑔 +
1

𝜌

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑥
= 0 (2.4) 

 

where; 𝑥 and 𝑦 are directions in horizontal and 𝑧 represents vertical axis, 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑤 

represent velocities of water particle in 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 directions, respectively, 𝑡 is time, 𝜂 is 

displacement of surface above the still water level in vertical direction, 𝑔 is gravitational 

acceleration and 𝜏𝑖𝑗  illustrates tangential or  normal shear stress in the direction of  𝑖 and  

on the  normal plane 𝑗. 

The governing equations can be solved by using boundary conditions. The 

boundary conditions are dynamic and kinematic conditions, and they are described as for 

free surface and bottom, 

For 𝑧 = 𝜂 

𝑝 = 0  
(2.5) 

For 𝑧 = 𝜂 

𝑤 =
𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑦
 

(2.6) 

For 𝑧 = −ℎ 

𝑤 = −𝑢
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑥
− 𝑣

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑦
 

(2.7) 

where ℎ is water depth. 

When employing the boundary conditions following equations are obtained: 

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑀

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑁

𝜕𝑦
= 0 (2.8) 
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𝜕𝑀

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(
𝑀2

𝐷
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(
𝑀𝑁

𝐷
) + 𝑔𝐷

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜏𝑥
𝜌
= 𝐴(

𝜕2𝑀

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑀

𝜕𝑦2
) (2.9) 

 

𝜕𝑁

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(
𝑀𝑁

𝐷
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(
𝑁2

𝐷
) + 𝑔𝐷

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜏𝑦

𝜌
= 𝐴(

𝜕2𝑁

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑁

𝜕𝑦2
) (2.10) 

 

where 𝐷 equals summation of ℎ and 𝜂, 𝑀 and 𝑁 are discharge fluxes in x and y directions, 

respectively, 𝜏𝑥 and 𝜏𝑦 represent the bottom friction in x and y directions and 𝐴 is the 

eddy viscosity (Imamura et al., 2006).  

The fluid is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid and the surface tension is 

ignored. 

The 𝑀 and 𝑁, discharge fluxes are given as (Imamura et al., 2006), 

𝑀 = ∫ 𝑢𝑑𝑧 = 𝑢(ℎ +
𝜂

−ℎ

𝜂) = 𝑢𝐷 (2.11) 

 

𝑁 = ∫ 𝑣𝑑𝑧 = 𝑣(ℎ +
𝜂

−ℎ

𝜂) = 𝑣𝐷 
(2.12) 

Nowadays, utilizing the Nonlinear Shallow Water (NSW) equations has become 

the most popular method for tsunami modeling (Özer and Yalçıner., 2011). 

Boussinesq approximation is the other method for tsunami modeling, and it can 

be utilized on nonlinear shallow water waves. Its condition is the wave length is bigger 

than seven times of water depth and the base advantages are that considering 

nonlinearities and dispersion effects (Regina and Mohamed, 2022). The nonlinearities in 

Boussinesq approximation can be explained by Ursell Number and it is given as 

(Barthélemy, 2004), 

𝑈𝑟 =
𝜀

𝜎2
=
𝐻𝐿2

𝑑3
 

(2.13) 

where d is water depth, 𝐿 is wave length and 𝐻 represents wave height. 
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The Boussines equation with nonlinearities and involving the dispersive effects, 

𝜕2𝜂

𝜕𝑡2
− 𝑔𝑑

𝜕2𝜂

𝜕𝑥2
− 𝑔𝑑

𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2
(
3

2

𝜂2

𝑑
+
1

3
𝑑2
𝜕2𝜂

𝜕𝑥2
) = 0 

(2.14) 

where 𝜂 represents tsunami wave amplitude, 𝑡 is time, 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration and 

𝑑 is water depth (Regina and Mohamed, 2022). 

The relation of dispersion can be described as, 

𝐶 = 𝐶𝑠 (1 −
1

3
(𝑘𝑑2)) 

(2.15) 

where 𝐶 represents local speed and equals to √𝑔ℎ and 𝐶𝑠 is speed of solitary wave and 

last part of the equation ( 
1

3
(𝑘𝑑2)) illustrates the relation of dispersive. According to 

Regina and Mohamed (2020) the wave celerity for shallow water is described as, 

𝐶 = √𝑔(ℎ + 𝐻) (2.16) 

 

Boussinesq equations can be explained in several ways. Whitham (1974) obtains 

an equation which is derived from the original version of this approximation of 

Boussinesq (1872) with utilizing velocity potential. The approximation depends on Euler 

equations (Barthélemy, 2004). 

It is assumed as, 

𝜎2 ≪ 1 
(2.17) 

However, 

𝜎2 ∼ 𝜀  and 𝑈𝑟 ∼ 1 
(2.18) 

The equation is given as, 

𝜂𝑡 + (ℎ�̅�)𝑥 = 0 (2.19) 
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�̅�𝑡 + 𝑢�̅�𝑥 + 𝑔𝜂𝑥 =
ℎ0
2

3
�̅�𝑥𝑥𝑡 (2.20) 

 

The nonlinear, dispersive waves is offered by the Boussinesq equation, 

𝑢𝑡𝑡 − 𝑢𝑥𝑥 − 𝑢𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 2(𝑢
3)𝑥𝑥 = 0 

(2.21) 

The equation is defined the long waves motions in shallow water region and in 

one dimension with nonlinearities, is offered by Wazwaz (2007), (Jawad et al., 2013). 

2.1.1.  Tsunami Events in the History 

The tsunami events worldwide have been devastating in many harbors, vessels, 

floating structures, and properties. The history indicates that some tsunami events 

especially have a catastrophic effect in the world. In 1755 Lisbon tsunami, which is one 

of the most devastating tsunamis in history, occurs in the Atlantic Ocean, and it was 

generated by an earthquake within the range of 8.5 Mw and 9.0 Mw (Gupta and Gahalaut, 

2013, 21). It is estimated that the tsunami causes the loss of 10000 lives, and this is 

extremely high when considering the growing of the city (Baptista, 1996). 

In 1868 a tsunami is generated in Arica (new Chile) due to an earthquake with a 

magnitude of 9.0 Mw and it has been severely damaged in this region. It also causes 

damage to New Zealand after the crossing over the Pacific Ocean and the effects in 

Lyttelton, New Zealand mentioned at Lyttelton Times under the caption “The Earthquake 

Wave at Lyttelton, 1868“which is cited by Lost Christchurch (Borrero et al., 2015). 

The Peru-Chile border region has recently suffered many devastating tsunamis 

like the 1960 tsunami, all of which have a negative impact on the New Zealand Coast. 

(Goring  and Borrero, 2015). The tsunami generated an earthquake with a magnitude of 

9.5 Mw and a report was written about the devastating event, which destroyed Ancud, 

Maullin, and Corral harbors (Sievers, 1963). The disadvantage of these ports is to have 

more open bays than others. Horikawa’s study involves the consequences of the 1960 

Chile tsunami in Japan and mentions how the event’s effects differed from near-field 

disasters. The difference is explained with resonance because of a match between the 

period of this tsunami and the base period of the relevant harbor in the report.  
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An earthquake with a magnitude of 9.2 occurred in the Prince William Sound 

region of Alaska in 1964 (Zhang et al, 2011). Seventy percent of the deaths in southern 

Alaska are due to the tsunami which was generated by enormous subsurface landslides 

(Brocher et al., 2014). The tsunami mainly affected the coastal region of Kodiak, Valdez, 

Seward, Cordova, Whittier, and there was severe damage to the infrastructure of this 

entire region (Wood and Peters, 2014).  

The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami which is generated by an earthquake with a 

magnitude of 9.0, is a devastating transoceanic tsunami and spreads outward in all 

directions. The devastating tsunami causes severe destruction of coastal communities in 

severel countries bordering the Indian Ocean. Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, India, 

Maldives, and Somalia were the nations profoundly affected by these tremendous events, 

resulting in the loss of more than 200 000 human lives (Fritz et al., 2006). 

On 15 November 2006, an earthquake with a magnitude of 8.3 Mw happened in 

the center of Kuril Island and the tsunami was generated in Crescent City, California.  The 

study of Dengler et al. (2009), mentions the powerful current due to the tsunami has a 

velocity of approximately more than 5m/s. 

The trans-oceanic 2010 and 2011 tsunamis had a tremendous impact on harbors 

around the Pacific. On 26 February 2010 an earthquake of 8.8 magnitude in Maule, Chile. 

According to a study by Wilson et al. (2013), the earthquake generated tsunamis with a 

range between 0.6 and 2.8-meter tsunami wave heights on the California coast. The most 

affected regions from the destroying the 2010 tsunami are south part of Santa Cruz, Santa 

Barbara, Ventura, Mission Bay and Shelter Island, San Diego. 

On 11 March 2011 an earthquake with a magnitude of 9.0 occurred on the east 

coast of Tohoku, Japan and the great earthquake generates a devastating tsunami that can 

reach a 39 m wave height and the highest inundation height is 19.5 m (Mori et al., 2011).  

The Japanese National Police Agency declared that totally of 15,854 people were died 

and 3,274 people presumed dead in March 2012 (Koshimura et al., 2014). At least 90% 

of this death is caused by the tsunami. 

1755 Lisbon tsunami, the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and the 2011 Tohoku 

tsunami causes of lives and properties, so they make history with their immense damages. 
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As investigate the geographical distribution of tsunamis worldwide, it is 

recognized that most of them occur in the Pacific Ocean. It is stated in the study of Altınok 

and Ersoy (2000) that, more than 800 tsunami events were generated in the Pacific 

between A.D. 684 and 1994. 

Tsunamis in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean also happened and caused immense 

damage such 1755 Lisbon tsunami,  the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.  

In addition, the eastern Mediterranean has experienced several destructive 

tsunamis in history. The Minoan Civilization was destroyed due to the tsunami which was 

generated by a volcanic eruption in Santorini (Altınok and Ersoy, 2000). The devastating 

eastern Mediterranean tsunamis have been the subject of many studies: Antonopoulos, 

1979 Papadopoulos and Chalkis, 1983; Papazachos et al. 1985 (Altınok and Ersoy, 2000).  

Most of the eastern Mediterranean tsunamis occurred in the Aegean Sea on 

Turkish shores. Turkey has been exposed often devastate earthquakes and their generating 

tsunamis with having coasts longer than 8000 km (Altınok, Ersoy, 1997). 

Tsunamis in Turkey  have also occurred in inland seas; the Marmara Sea and the 

Black Sea (Alpar et al.,2005). The tsunami generated by the İstanbul earthquake in 1509, 

in 1894, the eastern Marmara tsunami in 1963, and the İzmit Gulf tsunami (Yalçıner, 

1999) can be given as examples of destructive tsunamis in the Marmara Sea. The tsunamis 

in the Marmara Sea are investigated for the last 2000 years in the study of Ambraseys 

(2002). The history of significant tsunamis in the Marmara Sea is also the subject of study 

by Yalçıner et al. (2002).  

The Black Sea is the other inland sea on the Turkish coast. This region is exposed 

to tsunamis in history. These destructive tsunamis are namely of Black Sea tsunami in 

1598, the Fatsa tsunami in 1939, Amasra tsunami in 1968. The Erzincan earthquake in 

1939 generated a tsunami in the Black Sea even though its epicenter was not located in 

the Black Sea, which was determined by the Russian tide gauge during the earthquake 

(Alpar et al., 2005). 

The list of tsunamis on the Turkish coast and tsunamis which have effects on 

Turkish shores is available in Altınok (2005). It is known that in the last 1000 years, 11 
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tsunamis in the Marmara Sea, 35 tsunamis in the Aegean Sea and 17 tsunamis in the 

eastern Mediterranean Sea happened (Ambraseys, 1962).  

The 2017 Bodrum-Kos tsunami is a reminder of the risk of tsunamis in the 

Mediterranean Sea (Doğan et al., 2019).  

The other recent reminder of the risk of tsunamis is the tsunami in Sığacık Bay, 

Aegean Sea, on 30 October 2020. The normal faulting earthquake which has a magnitude 

of 6.6 Mw (AFAD, 2020) in the north of Samos Island, generated a tsunami. The tsunami 

hit the Sığacık Coast and Samos Island and its strong currents caused to loss of one life 

and many injured people in Turkey (Anadolu Agency, 2020). 

Damages caused by the tsunami and tsunami observations are described in a report 

about the Aegean Sea earthquake (GEER, 2020). The mentioned field survey involves 

determining the inundation height, tsunami run-up, and inundation distance and the 

purpose of the field observations is to state the tsunami effects on the coasts of İzmir and 

Samos Island. The tsunami has effects on Azmak Bay in Alaçatı, Zeytineli, Demircili, 

Altınköy, Sığacık, Akarca, Tepecik and Gümüldür. According to the eyewitnesses, the 

most damaged locations are Akarca region, Sığacık Bay and Teos Marina, Sığacık 

(Doğan et al., 2021(b)). 

The field survey results contain tsunami inundation depths and distance, run-up 

measurements and hazards on the coastal structures (Doğan et al., 2021(b)).  The 

maximum flood distance inland is estimated as 285 m in Akarca where the maximum run-

up height was found as 3.82 m due to the tsunami. There is severe damage in the small 

fishing port. The maximum inundation distance is 415 m in Sığacık area and 552 m in 

Teos Ancient City, and the maximum inundation height was determined in Kaleiçi, 

Sığacık Bay, which was 2.31 m. 

The tsunami effects were amplified in Teos Marina because the small bays with 

narrow entrances cause the amplification of tsunamis (Doğan et al., 2021(b)).  

The flow depth in Teos Marina is estimated as 2.1 m which is based on watermarks 

on a garden fence as seen in Figure 2.2 that is taken from the field survey. 
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Figure 2.2. Tsunami marks on the garden fence in Teos Marina (Source: Doğan et al., 

2020). 

The Aegean Sea tsunami is numerically modelled by Heidarzadeh et al., 2021 and 

this model is compared with actual data in that study. 

  After the tsunami event, oscillations continued more than one day. This is 

described an unusual situation in the study of Doğan et al., (2021(b)). The other unusual 

case is that run-up heights during the tsunami reached to 3.8 m in Akarca. Normally, it is 

unexpected that tsunami generated by an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.6 Mw (AFAD, 

2020) does not make this much run-up height (Heiderzadeh et al., 2021).  

Heidarzadeh et al. (2021) claimed that the partially enclosed basin and abundance 

of islands in the Aegean Sea may cause to numerous wave reflections and long-lasting 

tsunami oscillations. Heidarzadeh et al. (2021) also recognize that duration of the tsunami 

is more than relatively expected for this much magnitude earthquake and the long 

oscillations and the late arriving of the big tsunami waves also contribute to have moe 

damaged on the coastal structures . 
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2.2. Floating Pontoons 

Floating structures have started to take significant place in marine sector and 

coastal engineering. The pontoon-style floating structures are lighter, cheaper than the 

conventional fixed structure. They have also easier, quick and practical installation 

process, carrying and removing rather than the conventional. Since the condition of the 

soil or seafloor has no effects on these floating structures, differential settlement does not 

affect them arranged they are easily movable (Tajali, Shafieefar, 2011).They can handle 

hard environmental and marine conditions and offer an alternative of arrange the draft 

depth. Especially, floating pontoons can be useful where the exposed to tide wave because 

of arrangement their draft. They have many different uses in offshore projects, including 

offshore platforms, floating bridges (FB), floating piers (FP), floating breakwater (FBW), 

etc. These structures can composed of one or more pontoons which are connected by 

hinged or cables each other (Chen et al., 2016). 

Williams et at. (2000) analyzed the motion of the submerged, moored and 

rectangular shape floating breakwater composing of two pontoons and the fluid motion 

solves in two dimension, with  boundary integralequation  method by utilizing Green’s 

function. They investigate hydrodynamic properties under the assumption of linear wave 

and small amplitude wave theory and it is deduced that the reflection mainly depends on 

the draft and width of the pontoons, spacing between the pontoons and stiffness of the 

mooring line. 

Tajali and Shafieefar (2011) investigate that hydrodynamic analysis of a floating 

multi-body pier having interaction with incident waves in frequency domain and motions 

caused the waves and response of the structure are analyzed with irregular wave concept. 

In this study single-body pontoon pier and several-body pontoons pier which are 

connected each other by hinge joints, are compared in different incident wave angles, 

wave frequencies and wave heights. The pontoons are mainly exposed to short waves. 

The study involves that determining mooring system and draft depth effects on response 

of the structure.  
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2.3. Damage of Floating Pontoons due to Tsunami Attacks 

Coastal structures have been exposed and damaged due to tsunamis in history. 

Floating docks, that can be considered as remarkable structure today, can also be damaged 

due to the tsunamis. 

Usage of the floating pontoons are continuously increased and they carry a vital 

role to make marine operations easier. Despite these important roles and increased usage 

of the floating pontoons, they should not be damaged by the tsunamis when sustainability 

is an important topic nowadays. In addition, if people are on the floating pontoons or in a 

marine vessel moored at the floating dock during the tsunami and if the floating dock is 

not designed with regarding the possible tsunami effects, the people may be injured or 

killed. 

The one example of the damaged floating docks due to tsunamis in Kuji Port 

where is on the north-east of Japan. Floating docks had been damaged and partially 

sunken due to 2011 tsunami in Japan, which is generated by Great Eastern Japan 

earthquake in 2011 (Wiśniewski and Wolski, 2012). 

The other example can be given in Santa Cruz Harbor. The floating docks in the 

Santa Cruz Harbor has been damaged due to 2011 Tohoku tele tsunami. It is observed 

floating dock system in Santa Cruz Harbor that typical hazards which involve loss and 

weak floatation, fractured whalers, cleats being dragged out from the pier and damaged 

pile guides (Keen et al., 2017). 

The floating docks in Teos Marina were severely damaged due to the 2020 Aegean 

Sea tsunami. Especially the first floating dock located near to the entrance of the harbour 

affected more like the damaged floating dock near the entrance of harbour due to 

tremendous currents caused by 2006 Crescent City tsunami (Borrero et al., 2015). On the 

other hand, reasons of significant hazards on the floating docks at Crescent City, may be 

older docks and insufficient height of piles (Borrero et al., 2015) for the current loads due 

to the tsunami. 
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The field survey results which are given in Doğan et al. (2021), involve 

observations the damages to coastal structures such as ports, fishing ports and marinas. 

The observations in Teos Marina are important because comparison between the real data 

and acquired data from the numerical model is essential. There are six floating docks in 

Teos Marina. During this tsunami event four floating docks have been damaged, some of 

the concrete anchorage blocks which hold the mooring lines at the seabed, floated, some 

chains were broken as can be seen in Fig 2.3., most of the vessels sunk or were dragged.. 

 

Figure 2.3. Broken chain in Teos Marina due to the tsunami. 

Floating docks of Teos Marina before and after the tsunami event are shown in 

Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.4. Teos Marina before the tsunami (Source: Google Earth, Google Inc; 

received in 2023). 
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Figure 2.5. Teos Marina after the tsunami (Source: Doğan et al., 2021; photograph is 

taken from a ship owner). 

Executive manager of the marina states that the marina was exposed to oscillations 

with taking approximately 4-5 hours and amplitude of 0.7 meters. He observed that sea 

receded 15 minutes following the earthquake and sea bed was seen at some locations. 

According to the eyewitnesses, the ropes that connects vessels to the docks, were broken 

and this created tremendous blasts. Some of the boats were aground and 5 minutes after 

the receding, huge waves made the severe currents and vortexes occurred in the marina. 

25 minutes after the earthquake, water level increased by 2 meters’ height above the still 

water level in the marina. The manager also mentioned that results of second wave were 

more destructive and had more severe damages (Doğan et al., 2021). 

 Keen et al. (2017) aimed at the estimation of hazard levels at the floating dock 

system in Santa Cruz Harbor, California, and their piles by using a “physics-based tool”. 

This study is conducted with the concern of tsunami threat for small boat harbors on the 

West Coast of the United States after the 2010 Chile and 2011 Tohoku tsunamis. Their 

methodology depends on the demands and capacity of the floating docks, mooring 

elements, and moored vessels. Monte Carlo Based approach is used in that study to assess 

indefinite parameters such as current speed and direction and remain structural capacity 

of the system.  

Keen et al. (2017) analyze the floating dock system with pile guides, and the 

demands and capacities of this system are calculated under the tsunami impacts. Damages 

of floating pontoons connected with chains under tsunami effects have not been studied. 

The thesis study aims to fill this gap in the literature.  
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2.4. Hydrodynamic Modeling Under Tsunami 

In hydrodynamic Modeling, the modeling tools can be separated into three 

categories according to their fidelities. Low and mid-fidelity modeling tools use Potential 

Flow Theory. 

For the early design stages, simple low-fidelity frequency-domain models can be 

used to simulate linear dynamics. Capytaine, WAMIT, HAMS can be given as examples 

of the low fidelity modeling tools. 

Mid-fidelity software, often referred to as engineering tools, is used for global 

dynamics analysis, both in linear and nonlinear loads. Potential flow theory is used in the 

time domain. They allow the simulation of nonlinear subsystems. WEC—Sim, ANSYS 

AQWA are examples of the tools. 

High-fidelity is generally used to solve specific nonlinear problems such as 

slamming loads due to extreme wave events and complex flow patterns. Navier-Stokes 

equations are used in these modeling tools with either grid-based or particle-based. 

Simulation of shallow water, nonlinear waves, breaking waves, complex fluid-structure 

interaction (FSI), and more accurate profiles can be obtained by these tools. OpenFOAM, 

DualSPHysics, Star-CCM+ are examples of these tools. 

As given in Fig. 2.6 when the fidelity increases, the computational cost also increases. 

 

Figure 2.6. Description of low, mid, and high-fidelity hydrodynamic tools (Source:   

NREL, 2023). 
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In the literature, there are many works about hydrodynamic modeling under 

tsunami by using low and high-fidelity tools. Keen et al. (2017) is considered an example 

of low-fidelity work. In that study, the governing equations were used for the transverse 

and longitudinal forces on vessels to calculate the demand from the tsunami current and 

assess the damage. For high-fidelity works study of Pringgana et al. (2016) and Nistor et 

al. (2010) can be given as examples. In the study of Pringgana et al. (2016) SPH 

(Smoothed particle hydrodynamics)-based software DualSPHyics is employed with FE 

(Finite Element) analysis to simulate interactions between a tsunami bore and a timber 

structure. The impact pressure distribution is provided very specifically by the SPH 

models. The numerical pressure forecasts were also contrasted with semi-empirical 

design code pressure predictions. In the study of Nistor et al. (2010) SPH numerical model 

results and experimental results of extreme hydrodynamic impacts were compared. The 

goal of this research is to accurately estimate loads, propose and derive new formulations 

for the design of structures along the shore in tsunami-prone coastal areas, as well as to 

understand complicated hydrodynamic mechanics of the impact of high loadings on 

buildings. 

However, there is no hydrodynamic modeling of tsunamis in mid-fidelity 

hydrodynamic modeling tool. Ansys AQWA is one of the mid-fidelity models. The 

accuracy of Ansys AQWA has been proved in various studies. There are many studies of 

modeling the Floating Offshore Wind Turbine (FOWT) by using Ansys AQWA. The 

study of Alkarem and Özbahçeci (2021) demonstrates enhanced agreement between the 

wave loading-calibrated model and the experimental data, especially in the LF (low 

frequency) region, according to the validation results. Ghafari and Dardel (2018) modeled 

a semi-submersible floating platform in Ansys AQWA under regular wave conditions. In 

that study, numerical results from AQWA and experimental results are compared, and it 

is stated that the results are in good consistent. In the research of Aktaş et al. (2018), 

AQWA created a hydrodynamic model of floating offshore platforms that are both semi-

submersible and spar buoy platforms. The results were then compared to actual 

experiments and other simulation models.  Results indicate that modeling can employ 

AQWA. In a study of Karimirad and Moan (2012) and Kim et al., (2015) Ansys AQWA 

also was used to model FOWT.  
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There are many studies modeling floating breakwaters with Ansys AQWA. In the 

study of Özbahçeci et al. (2018), floating breakwater performances were investigated 

with numerical modeling by using Ansys AQWA, and the numerical results were 

compared with the experimental results. This numerical model performs better in terms 

of economy and hydrodynamics. 

It has been made known that it can be applied to the design of breakwaters. Samaei 

et al. (2016) compare the experimental results and numerical results from Ansys AQWA. 

In that study, there are two different models of floating breakwater (one of them includes 

simple and the other one includes step pontoon). The research shows a good correlation 

between numerical and experimental results. Zheng et al. (2023) verified the accuracy of 

the numerical simulation using Ansys AQWA by the verification of the amplitude 

response operator, mooring box, porous floating breakwater, and wave energy conversion 

device breakwater. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: NUMERICAL MODEL 

SET-UP  

3.1. Study Area 

Teos Marina is in the coastal town of Seferihisar which is about 45 kilometers 

southwest of İzmir. Teos Marina, which is located on the Aegean Sea shore, provides 

expansive views of the coast and the surrounding landscape. The facility offers its 

residents a marina, a private beach, swimming pools, restaurants, cafes, a fitness center, 

a spa and other leisure amenities. Because of its luxury amenities, picturesque setting and 

proximity to historical monuments and natural attractions.  

Teos Marina is a well-liked choice for people looking for a high-quality coastal 

living experience in Turkey so it has an  important place for tourism. (Teos Marina, 

https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/kurumsal.html). 

Teos Marina has a capacity of 400 ships, at sea and 80 ships on land. With a 75 

tons travel lift, the boatyard at the marina provides towing and launching services for 

vessels up to 7.25 meters in width (Teos Marina, https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/teknik-

servisler.html) 

There are six floating docks such as A, B, C, D, E and F  with  8000 m2 lifting and 

launching area of Teos Marina  (Teos Marina, https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/teknik-

servisler.html) as seen in the general layout given in Figure 3.1. 

https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/teknik-servisler.html
https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/teknik-servisler.html
https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/teknik-servisler.html
https://www.teosmarina.com.tr/teknik-servisler.html
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Figure 3.1. The general layout of Teos Marina. 

3.2. Properties of the Floating Pontoons 

The floating docks can be produced in two forms; monobloc and multi-units. 

These can be made of reinforced concrete, steel, aluminum and polyethylene. The floating 

docks in Teos Marina are composed of multi-units called pontoons connected to each 

other by hinge type connections. The pontoons properties are provided by Turkish 

Ministry of Transport, General Directorate of Infrastructure Investments which was 

responsible from the design and the construction of Teos Marina. However, it is realized 

that Teos Marina was renovated in 2012 during a technical visit of Teos Marina. Although 

there were 5 floating docks with aluminium pontoons at the beginning, a new floating 

dock (Dock B) with concrete pontoons was added in 2012. In this thesis, floating dock A 

with aluminium pontoons is investigated since it was the most damaged one. 

As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the pontoons are 2.5-m width and 11.5-m length. 

The total height of the pontoons is 0.598 m and their draft is 0.0859 m it is shown in 

Figure 3.5. Figure  3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show the floaters from the bottom and sides. There 

are 12 floaters which have sizes of 1.829 meter and 0.61 meter and height of 0.406 meter. 

The floaters are kept together by aluminum frame and profiles. Wood is used as a deck 
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material on the aluminum dock as can be seen in Fig3.2. The floaters filled with 

polystyrene and their shell are made of polyethylene.   The using polystyrene has a unit 

mass of 16 kg/m3 and their compression resistance at 10% deformation is in a range of 

160-224 kg/m3. The shell material (polyethylene for rotational moulding) of the floaters 

has a tensile strength of 17.9 MPa and density of this material is 939 kg/m3. The last 

(seventh)  pontoon is shorter than other pontoons as seen in Figure 3.6 but it has same 

cross sectional geometry with others. 

 

Figure 3.2. A pontoon used in teos marina. 

The main compounds of floating docks are gangway, mooring chains and 

anchorages. The gangways are connection between the docks and quay walls. The 

mooring lines are chains in catenary configuration and concrete anchorage blocks are 

used for the anchorage system.  

 

Figure 3.3. View of pontoon from the bottom. 
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Figure 3.4. Sectional view of the pontoon from cutting plane A. 

 

Figure 3.5. Sectional view of the pontoon from cutting plane B. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. View of the seventh (the last) pontoon from the bottom. 

 As a mooring line, DIN763-studless chains with a diameter of Φ28 were used in 

the catenary configuration in Teos Marina as it shown in Figure 3.7. Their break load is 

300 kN. 

 

Figure 3.7. Mooring chains in Teos Marina. 
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 As a mooring anchorage, 26 concrete anchorage blocks are used. Their horizontal 

dimensions are 2.438 m and 2.438 m and height of 0.305 m. The mass of the concrete 

anchorage blocks is 4532 kg, and details of used concrete anchorage block in Teos Marina 

are given in Figure 3.8.  

 
Figure 3.8. Details of the concrete anchorage blocks. 

Steel ropes of  26mm called 6x36 (6 bundels, each of them has 36 wires as seen 

in Figure 3.9) are used to connect the pontoons. The break load of the ropes is given as 

426 kN. Their stiffness is not known but calculated by assuming the maximum allowed 

rotation as 10° in the y-direction for the numerical model. 

 

Figure 3.9. Steel ropes called 6x36 used for the connection of the pontoons. 
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3.3. Current states of the docks 

Dock A is at the entrance of the marina, so it has the most damaged one due to the 

tsunami. Its length is 78.74 meters and it has seven pontoons. The first six pontoons’ 

length is 11.5 meters and the last one is 9.5 meters. The width of all is 2.5 meters.  

The fenders at this pontoon are made from wood and the distance between the 

pontoons is about 40 millimeters. The chains are connected to concrete anchorage blocks 

in catenary form. The pontoons are also attached to quay wall by chains as seen in Figure 

3.10.  

 

Figure 3.10. Gangway and connection chain between the quay and a floating pontoon. 

After the tsunami aluminum pontoons in Dock A are replaced with concrete 

pontoons as shown in Figure 3.11. The reason may be that the dock B with concrete 

pontoons has the lowest damage caused by the tsunami. The new sizes of the concrete 

pontoon are 15 and 3 meters. 

 

Figure 3.11. Renewed pontoon A after the tsunami. 
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Dock B is constructed in 2012 with concrete pontoons. It is the only dock without 

any damage caused by the tsunami. Plastic fenders which are about 30-35 millimeters, 

are used and the width of the pontoon is 2.4 meters. The general view of the dock B from 

the seaside is given in Figure  3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12. Dock B from the sea. 

Dock C has the same properties as the dock A and it is also replaced with concrete 

floating pontoons. Figure 3.13 shows the current view of the dock C.  

 

Figure 3.13. Dock C. 

After the damage due to the tsunami, docks D,E and F were repaired using the 

undamaged parts the old docks A and C which were replaced with the concerete pontoon 

units and chains were added. Pontoon’s materials and geometrical properties are 

preserved.  
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The docks, D, E and F have the same geometry and materials, all properties remain 

identical as seen in Figure 3.14 and 3.15. Still these pontoons have wood covering on the 

aluminum dock with same draft and floaters and their widths are 2.5 meters.  

The damaged dock parts have been repaired and assembled by the marina 

technical team, and a floating dock has been formed from these parts, as seen in Figure 

3.16. 

 

Figure 3.14. Dock D from the quay side. 

 

Figure 3.15. Dock F from the sea side. 
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Figure 3.16. Repaired Dock with aluminum pontoons. 

3.4. Hydrodynamic Modeling of Dock A using ANSYS™ AQWA®   

ANSYS™ AQWA® is a suite of engineering software that are used to estimate the 

impact of waves, wind and currents on the floating or fixed structures and the response 

the structure due to these effects. It can be used to analyze structures such as spars, 

floating production storage (FPSO) systems, semi submersibles, tension leg platforms 

(TLP), marine vessels, renewable energy systems and coastal protection structures like 

breakwater design (Çekirdekçi, 2015). Engineers and designers use the software to 

simulate and optimize the performance of these structures, ensuring that to make an 

endurable structure design to harsh marine and environmental conditions (ANSYS Inc., 

2020). The software also can simulate motions of the structure in time domain and 

frequency domain and the study consists of stability and dynamic analysis in time domain. 

The general utilizing formulas for time domain and frequency domain analysis is defined 

as,  

[−𝜔2𝑀 − 𝑖𝜔𝐶 + 𝐾]𝑈 = 𝐹(𝜔) (3.1) 

 

𝑀�̈� = 𝐹(𝑡) (3.2) 
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where 𝑀, 𝐶, and 𝐾 are the structural mass, damping, and stiffness matrix in the size of 

6 × 6, respectively  and 𝐹 is the combination matrix in the size of the 6 × 1 of all external 

forces as a function of frequency 𝜔 or time 𝑡. Also, 𝑈 is the  displacement matrix in the 

size of 6 × 1 and �̈� illustrates acceleration matrix .  

Environmental conditions are crucial for design and analysis of coastal structures. 

These conditions are wave, wind and current. 

In ANSYS™ AQWA® irregular or regular wave concept can be used. Regular 

wave data must involves wave period and wave amplitude. In deep and finite water 

ANSYS™ AQWA® can simulate by using Stokes Wave Theory and Airy Wave Theory. 

Regular waves which have a constant wave and period are the most fundamental type of 

monochromatic waves, according to Linearized Airy Wave Theory. The nonlinear terms 

and boundary conditions are neglected in Airy Wave Theory. Under the simplifications 

and assumptions that fluid is irrotational, inviscid and incompressible, the wave profile 

solution is obtained using the Laplace equation for an ideal fluid. The Laplace equation 

is divergence of gradient the velocity potential and it is described as, 

∇ ∙ ∇𝜙 = ∇2𝜙 =
𝜕2𝜙

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝜙

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝜙

𝜕𝑧2
= 0 

(3.3) 

The wave profile, η is described as: 

𝜂(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎 cos(𝑘𝑥 − 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜖0) (3.4) 

 

where, 𝑎 is the wave amplitude, 𝐿 is the wavelength, 𝑇 is the wave period, 𝑡 is the time, 

𝑥 is the cartesian coordinate in the horizontal axis, and 𝜖0 is the initial phase of the wave, 

𝑘 is the wavenumber, 𝜔 is the wave angular frequency and 𝑘 and 𝜔 are decribed as, 

𝑘 =
2𝜋

𝐿
;   𝜔 =

2𝜋

𝑇
 

(3.5) 

Analysis of irregular waves is difficult due to the complexity of irregular waves 

so considering that the irregular waves are composed of the infinite number of regular 

waves, is helpful to solution. It is represented the superposition the regular waves with 

different amplitudes and frequencies as mathematically in sinusoidal Equation 3.6 
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(Young, 1999, 20). The variance in the wave energy can explained by wave spectra 

concept. The energy distribution on the waves can be represented in frequency or in 

direction, it is called “frequency spectrum” and “directional spectrum”, respectively 

(Goda, 2000, 26). The spectrum deals with the incident how much waves in a direction 

or a frequency not when.  

𝜂(𝑡) =∑𝑎𝑖sin (𝑤𝑖𝑡 +

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝛷𝑖) 
(3.6) 

 

where ai is the wave amplitude, wi is the angular frequency which equals to ratio of 2π 

over wave period (T) and Φi is the wave phase angle. This Equation 3.6 yields on the sine 

function in time domain.  

Irregular wave can be introduced to AQWA by entering  characteristic wave 

height, period and wave spectra. The wave spectra can be defined by “Formulated Wave 

Spectra” such as; JONSWAP Spectrum, Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum and Gaussian 

Spectrum or by “User Defined Wave-Spectrum”.  

When the required spectrum is not yet accessible in AQWA, user defined wave 

spectra can be used (Ansys Inc., 2020). The inputs are arranged to frequency and 

corresponding spectral ordinate.   

Irregular waves can also be introduced as surface profiles defined as a water level 

changes data in a time series . 

According to Goda (2000, 257), the frequency spectrum, S(f) can be defined as, 

𝑆(𝑓)𝑑𝑓 =∑
𝑎𝑖
2

2

𝑓+𝑑𝑓

𝑓

 

(3.7) 

The time domain data convert to frequency domain and frequency spectrum is 

obtained by employing of the Fourier Transform Method (Massel, 2001). 

The wave surface profile η in a time series can be adopted in the Fourier model 

as, 
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𝜂(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑋(𝑓)𝑒𝑖𝑤𝑡𝑑𝑡

∞

−∞

 

(3.8) 

 where X(f) is Fourier transform of wave surface profile and Euler’s formula is 

described as, 

eiwt = cos𝑤 𝑡 + 𝑖 sin𝑤 𝑡 (3.9) 

 

𝜂(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑋(𝑓)(cos𝑤𝑡 + 𝑖 sin𝑤𝑡)𝑑𝑡

∞

−∞

 

(3.10) 

  

The X(f), Fourier transform model can be described as, 

𝑋(𝑓) = ∫ 𝜂(𝑡)(cos𝑤𝑡 − 𝑖 sin𝑤𝑡)𝑑𝑡

∞

−∞

 

(3.11) 

 

In addition to wave, wind data can also be entered as a constant wind or as a 

spectrum. A wind spectrum can be used to represent the frequency distribution of the 

varitions of wind speed.  AQWA also allows, importing a time history of wind speed 

amplitude and wind direction (Ansys Inc., 2020). 

Another environmental condition is the current which can bring about severe 

loads on coastal structures and moored vessels. Both uniform (constant current speed and 

direction in water depth) and profiled current data (varies current speed and direction in 

water depth) is available in AQWA (Ansys Inc., 2020). 

ANSYS™ AQWA® can make a stability analysis as the structure in equilibrium 

position, involving static and dynamic aspects. The software consists of one or more 

floating structures which are affected by forces such as mooring lines, steady current and 

wind thrusters and wave drifting. 

AQWA can compute the movements of structures in 6 degrees of freedoms which 

are composed of the three displacements (surge X, sway Y, heave Z) and three rotations 

(roll RX, pitch RY, yaw RZ), under the influence of gravity, hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, 
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wind, mooring and current loads in frequency and time domain. In equilibrium state, there 

are three translational and three rotational directions that should be checked with respect 

to origin at fixed reference axis for the structure. ANSYS™ AQWA® can produce a time-

based simulation that comprises the motions of floating model connected by articulations 

or mooring lines. The six degrees of freedom of a pontoon in the project is given in Figure 

3.17. The simulation considers the impacts of wave, wind and current forces and obtains 

the position and velocity of the structure at each step by integrating accelerations caused 

by certain time related forces. (ANSYS Inc., 2020) 

 

Figure 3.17. Degrees of freedom for one pontoon. 

ANSYS™ AQWA® is formed by two solution systems; they are hydrodynamic 

diffraction and hydrodynamic response system. In hydrodynamic diffraction solution, 

hydrodynamic effects of more than one floating structure can be analyzed in three 

dimensions. Hydrodynamic response solution system uses data provided by diffraction 

analysis and hydrodynamic analysis of floating model is completed in frequency and time 

domain.  

AQWA functionally involves calculation of diffraction and radiation forces, static 

and dynamic initial balance, analysis and design the effects of mooring systems, 

calculation of wave-induced shear force and bending moments, solutions with irregular 

waves in time domain. 

surge 

roll 

sway 

heave 

pitch 

 

yaw 
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Source Distribution Method 

A coastal structure is exposed to hydrodynamic forces which are mainly 

composed of the body motions, water wave particles kinematics and the interactions with 

waves. The hydrodynamic forces can be separated as wave-induced loads, inertia loads 

and drag loads on a marine structure. 

The wave exciting forces are considered as linear wave exciting forces and second 

order wave exciting forces. The linear wave exciting forces on a fluid can be separated 

into active and reactive forces. The active forces are wave-induced forces that are 

diffraction force and Froude-Krylov force. The reactive force is caused by the body 

resulting from motions radiation waves; it is referred as radiation force.  

Froude-Krylov force is resulted the pressure impacts by undisturbed incident 

waves. Diffraction force results from pressure effects due to existence of the structure in 

the fluid-flow domain. The pressure effects caused by motion of body components in an 

ideal fluid creates hydrodynamic added mass and potential damping forces. Viscous drag 

force is a result of the pressure effects which are caused by the difference in velocity of 

the water particles and the body components (Chandrasekaran, 2018, 83). 

Radiation forces are results from disturbed waves due to the structure motions 

(Ansys Inc., 2020). 

The applied assumptions and conditions in ANSYS™ AQWA®  are explained 

below.  

The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian fluid that is inviscid, irrotational and 

incompressible fluid. Flow is irrotational when the vorticity equals to zero. The vorticity 

is curl of the velocity, it is described as, 

∇⃗⃗ × �⃗� = |

𝑖 
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
  

𝑢

𝑗 
𝜕

𝜕𝑦
𝑣

�⃗� 

  
𝜕

𝜕𝑧
𝑤

| = (
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑦
−
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
) 𝑖  ⃗ − (

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
) 𝑗 ⃗⃗ + (

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
)𝑘 ⃗⃗⃗   

(3.12) 

 

If the volumetric strain rate is zero, the flow is incompressible, it can be explained 

mathematically as, 
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1

𝑉

𝛥𝑉

𝛥𝑡
 =

1

𝑉

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜀𝑥𝑥 + 𝜀𝑦𝑦 + 𝜀𝑧𝑧 =

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
 

 

(3.13) 

To analyses the radiation and diffraction, the Linear Potential Flow theory is 

employed.  

The motions are considered in the first order and in small amplitude. Employing 

the assumption of irrotational and incompressible fluid, it makes the continuity equation 

is provided by velocity potential. (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984, 43). 

The physical states for every boundary are defined by velocity of fluids. The 

boundary conditions employing the small amplitude wave theory, are expressed below. 

If the conditions deal with water particle kinematics, then it is referred to kinematic 

boundary conditions.  

The kinematic boundary condition is described as, 

u ∙ n =
−
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑡

|∇𝐹|
  ⎹𝐹(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡)=0 

 

|∇𝐹| = √( 
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑥
 )
2

+ ( 
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑦
 )
2

+ ( 
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑧
 )
2

 

(3.14) 

where 𝐹 represents 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) which is mathematical definition of any surface and u ∙ n 

is velocity component of the fluid in direction of normal to the surface. The kinematic 

boundary condition tells that when move with the surface the derivative of the surface 

with respect to time does not change.  

If the seabed is considered impermeable, the velocity of bottom surface is zero 

(u ∙ n = 0) whereas sometimes like when earthquake happens, the velocity must be 

involved. The bottom surface equation 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝑧 + ℎ(𝑥) = 0  for the two dimensions.  

The normal to the surface, n is defined for bottom boundary condition,  
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n =
∇𝐹

|∇𝐹|
  ⎹ 𝐹(𝑥,𝑧)=𝑧+ℎ(𝑥)=0 =

𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑥
𝑖 + 1𝑘

√(
𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑥
)
2

+ 1

 

 

(3.15) 

Bottom boundary condition can be described as, 

𝑤 = −𝑢
𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑥
⎹ 𝑧=−ℎ(𝑥) 

 

(3.16) 

Free surface of waves is represented as equation of 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑧 − 𝜂(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =

0, where 𝜂(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the wave profile. For the free surface kinematic free surface 

boundary condition is described as, 

u ∙ n =

𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑡

√( 
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑥
 )
2

+ ( 
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑦
 )
2

+ 1

  ⎹ 𝑧=𝜂(𝑥,𝑦,𝑡) 

 

(3.17) 

where n is, 

n =
−
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑥
𝑖 + −

𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑦
𝑗 + 1𝑘

√( 
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑥
 )
2

+ ( 
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑦
 )
2

+ 1

  ⎹ 𝑧=𝜂(𝑥,𝑦,𝑡) 

 

(3.18) 

The kinematic free surface boundary condition is obtained by the dot product of 

u ∙ n, 

𝑤 =
𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑦
⎹ 𝑧=𝜂(𝑥,𝑦,𝑡) 

(3.19) 

Dynamic boundary condition makes essential that the pressure on the free surface 

be uniform along the wave profile and it is stated with Bernoulli’s equation, 

−
𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑡
+
𝑝𝑛
𝜌
+
1

2
[(
𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑥
)
2

+ (
𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑧
)
2

] + 𝑔𝑧 = 𝐶(𝑡)⎹ 𝑧=𝜂(𝑥,𝑡) 

 

(3.20) 
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where 𝑝𝑛 has a constant value and mostly equals the gage pressure and it is taken as zero.  

The lateral boundaries can be expressed with periodicity condition in space and 

time for waves, it is defined as, 

𝜙(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜙(𝑥 + 𝐿, 𝑡) (3.21) 

 

𝜙(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑡 + 𝑇) 

 

(3.22) 

where 𝐿 is the wave length and 𝑇 is the wave period. 

For more details, study of Dean and Dalrymple can be read (Dean and Dalrymple, 

1984, 41-69.) 

The total potential velocity provides Laplace equation and boundary conditions. 

It is described as, 

𝜙(𝑋, 𝑡) = 𝜙𝐼(𝑋, 𝑡) + 𝜙𝐷(𝑋, 𝑡) +∑𝜁𝑗𝜙𝑅𝑗(𝑋, 𝑡)

6

𝑗=1

 

 

(3.23) 

where 𝜙𝐼(𝑋, 𝑡) is incident wave potential, 𝜙𝐷(𝑋, 𝑡) is wave potential from diffraction 𝜁𝑗  

is displacement of motion, 𝜙𝑅𝑗(𝑋, 𝑡) is wave potential due to radiation and j is for the six 

degrees of  freedom which are surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw and 𝑋 represents 

coordinates (Lin and Yang, 2020).  

 First order potential theory is used to compute active and reactive forces on 

floating or fixed structure. In ANSYS™ AQWA® , the velocity potential is mathematically 

represented as, 

𝜙(𝑋 , 𝑡) = 𝑎𝑤𝜑(𝑋 )𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡 

 

(3.24) 

where 𝑎𝑤 is amplitude of incident wave, 𝜑(𝑋) is space-dependent component, 𝑋  is vector 

notations of the coordinates and  𝜔 is the incident wave frequency. The total velocity 

potential in the software is described as, 
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𝜑(𝑋 )𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 = ( 𝜑𝐼 + 𝜑𝑑 +∑𝜑𝑟𝑗𝑥𝑗  

6

𝑗=1

)𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 

 

(3.25) 

where 𝜑𝐼 incident wave potential, 𝜑𝑑 wave potential due to the diffraction, 𝜑𝑟𝑗 is wave 

potential from the radiation due to motion of jth and 𝑥𝑗 is three translational and three 

rotational motions of the center of gravity of the body due to the incident wave.  

The incident wave potential for finite depth is expressed as in the AQWA, 

𝜑𝐼(𝑋 )𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡 = −

𝑖𝑔𝑎𝜔 cosh(𝑘(𝑍 + 𝑑))

𝜔 cosh(𝑘𝑑)
𝑒𝑖(−𝜔𝑡+𝑘(𝑋 cos𝜒+𝑌 sin𝜒)+𝑎) 

 

(3.26) 

The first order pressure hydrodynamic pressure can be found by utilizing 

linearized Bernoulli’s equation, 

𝑝(1) = −𝜌
𝜕𝜙(𝑋 , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑖𝜔𝜌𝜑(𝑋 )𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 

 

(3.27) 

In AQWA the first-order hydrodynamic force and moment are mathematically 

defined as, 

𝐹𝑗𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡 = −∫ 𝑝1𝑛𝑗𝑑𝑆

𝑆0

= [−𝑖𝜔𝜌∫ 𝜑(𝑋 )𝑛𝑗𝑑𝑆 )
𝑆0

] 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡 

 

(3.28) 

where 𝑆0 is wetted structure surface and 𝑛 can be defined as, 

�⃗� = (𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3) 

𝑟 ×⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ �⃗� = (𝑛4, 𝑛5, 𝑛6) 

 

(3.29) 

The total first order hydrodynamic force is, 

𝐹𝑗 = (𝐹𝐼𝑗 + 𝐹𝑑𝑗) +∑𝐹𝑟𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑘

6

𝑘=1

, 𝑗 = 1,6 

 

(3.30) 
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𝐹𝐼𝑗 is jth Froude-Krylov force caused the incident wave and it can be expressed as, 

𝐹𝐼𝑗 = −𝑖𝜔𝜌∫ 𝜑𝐼(𝑋 )𝑛𝑗𝑑𝑆
𝑆0

 

 

(3.31) 

𝐹𝑑𝑗 is jth diffraction force caused the diffraction wave and it can be expressed as, 

𝐹𝑑𝑗 = −𝑖𝜔𝜌∫ 𝜑𝑑(𝑋 )𝑛𝑗𝑑𝑆
𝑆0

 

 

(3.32) 

𝐹𝑟𝑗𝑘 is jth radiation force caused the radiation wave due to the kth rigid motion of 

the body and it can be expressed as, 

𝐹𝑟𝑗𝑘 = −𝑖𝜔𝜌∫ 𝜑𝑟𝑘(𝑋 )𝑛𝑗𝑑𝑆
𝑆0

 
(3.33) 

The total wave velocity potential depends on linear wave theory and the Laplace 

equation can be solved by employing Green’s function. In the source distribution method, 

the floating structure model is divided into several equal grids (Lin et al., 2019). 

In unstable hydrodynamic analyzing of floating structures utilizing a boundary-

integral formulation, the presence of the irregular frequencies, leads to significant 

inaccuracies in the solution throughout a wide frequency range surrounding these 

frequencies (Ansys Inc., 2020). These inaccurasies result in sudden variations when the 

hydrodynamic coefficients are computed (Du et al.,2011). The situation is especially 

important if there are multiple structures having hydrodynamic interactions each other. 

There is no physical explanation for the irregular frequencies of the source distribution 

method, which coincide with the eigenvalues of the interior Dirichlet problem (Ansys 

Inc., 2020). The irregular frequencies causes the numerical problems because of these 

reasons, the irregular frequency must be taken out. To prevent the irregular frequency 

problem internal lid method is utilized in AQWA. 
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Mesh 

The element size parameter determines the overall density of the created mesh. 

The results will be less precise when the larger element size is used. Nevertheless in 

Hydrodynamic Diffraction calculation, required memory and computational cost rise with 

the square of the quantity of the diffracting elements. Finding a balance between accuracy 

and processing expense may be necessary as a result. Whether the proper mesh properties 

are taken or not can be understood by controlling with volumetric displacements. AQWA 

calculate actual and equivalent volumetric displacements for modeled body. Both 

represent the displaced water volume by the body. The actual volumetric displacement 

depends on the mesh quality of diffracting body. Computation of the equivalent 

volumetric displacement is based on equivalence of buoyancy force and weight of the 

body. This can be described as, 

𝑊

𝐹𝐵
=
∑𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝜌𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

𝑉𝑑 𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
= 1 

 

(3.34) 

where 𝑊 is total weight of the body, 𝐹𝐵 is the buoyancy force, 𝑉𝑑 is the submerged 

volume of the body. The displaced water volume equals to 𝑉𝑑, 

𝑉𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑉𝑑 =
∑𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝜌𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

 𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
 

(3.35) 

 

The mesh quality influences the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic results of the 

model.  

The model surface must be divided adequate number of quadrilateral or triangular 

panels. The panels have to completely cover the hull surface, specifically the portion of 

the mean wetted surface with no gaps or overlaps. The maximum panel size should be 

smaller than the one-seventh of the wave length (Ansys Inc., 2020). 

There are a maximum of 60,000 nodes and 40,000 elements in the 64-bit Aqwa 

solver, of which 30,000 may be diffracting (Ansys Inc., 2020).  
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Hydrodynamic Second Order Wave Exciting Forces 

 The second order wave exciting forces are obtained by employing the Taylor 

series expansion of hydrodynamic pressure with second-order terms. The  

𝑝 = 𝑝(0) + 𝑝(1) + 𝑝(2) + 𝑂(𝜀)(3) = −𝜌
𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑡
−
1

2
𝜌∇𝜙 ∙ ∇𝜙 − 𝜌𝑔𝑧 

 

(3.36) 

where 𝑝(0), 𝑝(1) and 𝑝(2) are expressed as, 

𝑝(0) = −𝜌𝑔𝑋3
(0)

 (3.37) 

 

𝑝(1) = −𝜌𝑔𝑋3
(1)
− 𝜌

𝜕𝜙(1)

𝜕𝑡
 

(3.38) 

 

𝑝(2) = −
1

2
𝜌∇𝜙(1) ∙ ∇𝜙(1) − 𝜌𝑋 (1) ∙ ∇

𝜕𝜙(1)

𝜕𝑡
− 𝜌

𝜕𝜙(2)

𝜕𝑡
− 𝜌𝑔𝑋3

(2)
 

(3.39) 

 

where the X3 represents wave surface profile (η). 

The total force and moment about the center of gravity of the structure is described as, 

𝐹 (𝑡) = −∬ 𝑝�⃗⃗�  𝑑𝑆
𝑆(𝑡)

 
(3.40) 

 

�⃗⃗� (𝑡) = −∬ 𝑝(𝑋 − 𝑋 𝑔) × �⃗⃗�  𝑑𝑆
𝑆(𝑡)

 
(3.41) 

where 𝑆(𝑡) is instant wetted body surface and 𝑋 𝑔 represents vector of center of gravity 

coordinates of the structure. 
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3.5. Benchmark Study 

Before using the AQWA to model the floating dock under tsunami induced loads 

some benchmark study was performed. 

The software is also used to model a floating pool shown in Figure 3.18. This 

structure is designed using 60 catenary chains with diameter of 36 mm. the orientation of 

the chains is given in Figure 3.19. The water depth is 8 m, and the tidal levels are ±0.4 m. 

Chains are designed for LWL (Low Water Level) which corresponds to 7.6m and they 

are tensioned at SWL (Still Water Level) and HWL (High Water Level) corresponding to 

8m and 8.4m, respectively. The buoyancy forces and the average tensions at some critical 

chains for SWL condition are calculated using basic equations and the results are given 

in Table 3.1. Similar calculations are performed using Ansys AQWA and the force in the 

z direction and tension results are tabulated in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.18. Modeled floating pool in Ansys AQWA. 

 

Figure 3.19. Orientation of chains and chain numbers of the floating pool. 
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Table 3.1. Calculated forces for water depth of 8 m (SWL Condition). 

Fb(kN) Fz(kN) Tension(kN) 

3619.89 60.33 78.76 

 

Table 3.2. Numerical results of chain forces in the z direction for water depth of 8 m 

(SWL Condition). 

 
cable 

12 

cable 

35 

cable 

15 

cable 

58 

cable 

14 

cable 

36 

cable 

16 

cable 

34 

Average 

(kN) 

Mean 

(kN) 

-51.25 -70.37 -70.17 -51.22 -51.95 -71.12 -70.91 -51.90 -61.11 

 

Table 3.3. Numerical results of chain tensions for water depth of 8 m (SWL Condition). 

 cable 

6 

cable 

12 

cable 15 cable 

29 

cable 

32 

cable 

40 

cable 

47 

cable 

58 

Average 

(kN) 

Mean 

(kN) 

82.43 67.44 91.84 66.34 94 83.33 91.84 67.48 80.59 

 

 When Table 3.1 is compared with Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, the calculated forces 

in the z direction and tensions using basic equations and numerical results from AQWA 

are very close to each other. 

The same comparison is done for a water depth of 8.4m. The calculated average 

forces in the z direction and tension are given in Table 3.4. The numerical results obtained 

from AQWA are given in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6.  

Table 3.4. Calculated forces for water depth of 8.4 m (HWL Condition). 

Fb(kN) Fz(kN) Tension(kN) 

7239.78 120.66 157.51 
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Table 3.5. Numerical results of chain forces in the z direction for water depth of 8.4 m 

(HWL Condition). 

 
cable 

12 

cable 

35 

cable 

15 

cable 

58 

cable 

14 

cable 

36 

cable 

16 

cable 

34 

Average 

(kN) 

Mean 

(kN) 

-110.99 -129.86 -130.15 -111.03 -111.69 -130.60 -130.88 -111.78 -120.87 

 

Table 3.6. Numerical results of chain tensions for water depth of 8.4 m (HWL 

Condition). 

 cable 

6 

cable 12 cable 15 cable 29 cable 

32 

cable 

40 

cable 

47 

cable 58 Average 

(kN) 

Mean 

(kN) 

158.90 144.0 168.30 142.80 170.40 159.80 168.30 143.90 157.05 

 

When Table 3.4 is compared with Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, the calculated and 

numerical results are in good consistency. 

Wave force on the same floating structure is numerically obtained by using Ansys 

AQWA. The wave pressure is caused by wave characteristics such as wave amplitude of 

0.125 m, wave period of 4 sec., and wave direction of perpendicular to the floating pool. 

The accuracy of the wave pressure results from Ansys AQWA is controlled by wave 

pressure formula which is given equations 3.42 to 3.48 (Goda, 2000, 135-136). Figure 

3.20 and Table 3.7 illustrate the description of parameters used in Goda’s wave pressure 

formulas and results according to Goda’s Formula, respectively. The pressure is the 

highest at SWL as it is expected. The results and pressure distribution on the floating 

structure obtained from Ansys AQWA are given in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.21, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.20. Description of parameters using in Goda’s wave pressure formulas 

(Source: Goda, 2000,135). 

The elevation that the wave pressure is applied to, 

𝜂∗ = 0.75(1 + cos𝛽)𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 (3.42) 

 

where 𝛽 represents the angle between the wave direction and normal to the structure. 

The wave pressures on the front of the vertical structure, 

𝑃1 =
1

2
(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽)(𝛼1 + 𝛼2 cos

2 𝛽)𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 
(3.43) 

 

𝑃2 =
𝑃1

cosh 2𝜋ℎ/𝐿
 

(3.44) 

 

𝑃3 = 𝛼3𝑃1 (3.45) 

 

where 𝛼1, 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 are given in the following, 

𝛼1 = 0.6 +
1

2
(

4𝜋ℎ
𝐿

sinh
4𝜋ℎ
𝐿

 )

2

 

(3.46) 
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𝛼2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
(ℎ𝑏 − 𝑑)

3ℎ𝑏
 (
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑

)
2

, 2𝑑/𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥} 
(3.47) 

 

𝛼3 = 1 −
ℎ′

ℎ
 ( 1 − ( 1/ cosh (

2𝜋ℎ

𝐿
) )  

(3.48) 

 

Table 3.7. Results from wave pressure calculation by using Goda’s wave pressure 

formula. 

Hs(m) 0.25 

T(s) 4 

Hmax(m) 0.45 

Tmax(s) 4 

ß 0 

d(m) 4.45 

h=ds(m) 10 

h'(m) 4.45 

hc(m) 0.125 

ds*(m) 10 

hb(m) 10 

L0(m) 24.96 

h/L0 0.401 

a1 0.6 

a2 0.189 

a3 0,626 

P1(Pa) 3571 

P2(Pa) 571 

P3(Pa) 2236 

η* 0,675 

P4(Pa) 75131 

hc*(m) 0,125 

P(Pa) 17839.58 

Pressure on x-z Force on x-z 

9217 Pa 405530N 

 405.53kN 

 

 

Figure 3.21. Wave pressure distribution on the floating structure (Ansys AQWA). 
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Table 3.8. Obtained numerical results by using Ansys AQWA. 

Total pressure on x-z plane 368.28 kPa 

Total force on x-z plane 369.72 kN 

 

According to Table 3.7 and Table 3.8, the results are close to each other, so it 

verifies the accuracy of the software. 

3.6. Modeling of the Floating Pontoons 

The geometry of the model is obtained in SpaceClaim and the still water level is 

defined as a plane where the origin coordinates. The z component of the body is defined 

in an upward direction. In the study there are multiple floating bodies and all of them is 

defined as different structure. After the model is created, the mass properties are entered 

for each structure as seen in Table 3.9 and 3.10. Mass moment of inertias and radius of 

gyrations for first six pontoons and last (seventh) pontoon are given in Table 3.11 and 

3.12, respectively. 

Table 3.9. Mass of the pontoons. 

Pontoon # Mass(kg) 

Pontoon #1 1179 

Pontoon #2 1179 

Pontoon #3 1179 

Pontoon #4 1179 

Pontoon #5 1179 

Pontoon #6 1179 

Pontoon #7 884,11 
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Table 3.10. Center of gravities. 

Pontoon # X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm) 

Pontoon #1 0 0 331,85 

Pontoon #2 11540 0 331,85 

Pontoon #3 23080 0 331,85 

Pontoon #4 34620 0 331,85 

Pontoon #5 46160 0 331,85 

Pontoon #6 57700 0 331,85 

Pontoon #7 67636,51 0 331,85 

 

Table 3.11. Mass moments of inertia and radius of gyration for first six pontoons. 

Ix(kg.mm2) Iy (kg.mm2) Iz (kg.mm2) 

642390637,9 1,3406E+10 9374734050 

Kxx(mm) Kyy(mm) Kzz(mm) 

738,1467279 3371,99327 2819,82772 

 

Table 3.12. Moments of inertia and radius of gyration for last pontoon. 

Ix(kg.mm2) Iy (kg.mm2) Iz (kg.mm2) 

526715241,2 7702004831 5618678533 

Kxx(mm) Kyy(mm) Kzz(mm) 

745,59488 2851,129 2435,1856 

 

The environmental conditions are composed of the water depth, gravitational 

acceleration, and density of sea water. The water depth in Teos Marina is 4 meters, the 

gravitational acceleration, 𝑔 is 9.81 m/s2 and the sea water density, ρ is 1025 kg per m3. 
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Figure 3.22. Layout of dock A in AutoCAD. 

 

Figure 3.22 shows the AutoCAD drawing of the model. It is provided by the 

design company. The model geometry in AQWA is obtained based on this drawing, as 

can be seen in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.23. Floating pontoons modeled in AQWA. 

 

To form similar conditions with the real application, a quay wall is also modeled, 

which is connected to the first pontoon by chains as seen in Figure 3.23. Different views 

of the model are given in Figure 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 in x, -y, and z directions, respectively. 
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Figure 3.24. View of the model from the x-axis. 

 

Figure 3.25. View of the model from the y-axis. 

 

Figure 3.26. View of the model from the z-axis. 

As it stated in Section 3.4,  the mesh size can influence the hydrostatic and 

hydrodynamic results. Actual and equivalent volumetric displacements values in 

hydrostatic analysis can be very different if mesh sizes and properties are not appropriate 

for the model. The mesh properties using in this project are given in Table 3.13 and 3.14. 

The maximum element size is taken as 1 m. To get a balance between the computational 

cost and accuracy in the results, the most appropriate mesh properties are obtained by trial 
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and error, and entered in the software. The grids on the model can be seen in Figure 3.27. 

It is ensured that at least one grid is present on every surface of the model to provide 

accuracy and reliability. 

 

Figure 3.27. Meshed-based model. 

Table 3.13. Details of Mesh. 

Defeaturing Tolerance 0.5m 

Maximum Element Size 1m 

Maximum Allowed Frequency 0.619 Hz 

 

Table 3.14. Generated Mesh Information. 

Total Nodes 11851 

Total Elements 12374 

Diffracting Nodes 4868 

Diffracting Elements 3953 

 

Hydrostatic Analysis 

The fluid loads that are exerted on a body when submerged in still water, which 

is called the hydrostatic force and moment.  
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The differentiation of hydrostatic pressure is expressed as, 

𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 =
𝜕𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠

𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑥 +

𝜕𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠

𝜕𝑦
𝑑𝑦 +

𝜕𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠

𝜕𝑧
𝑑𝑧 

 

(3.49) 

The hydrostatic pressure in x, y and z directions with Taylor series and employing 

the Newton’s Second Law, 

∑𝐹𝑥 = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 − (𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 + 𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠)𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝜌𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧)𝑎𝑥 

∑𝐹𝑦 = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧 − (𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 + 𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝜌𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧)𝑎𝑦 

∑𝐹𝑧 = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 − (𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 + 𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 − (𝜌𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧)𝑔 = 𝑚𝑎𝑧

= (𝜌𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧)𝑎𝑧 

 

(3.50) 

where 𝜌 is sea water density, 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration and 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦 and 𝑎𝑧 is 

acceleration in x, y and z direction, respectively. 

The hydrostatic pressure difference in any direction is to be, 

𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 = −𝜌𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑥 − 𝜌𝑎𝑦𝑑𝑦 − 𝜌(𝑔 + 𝑎𝑧)𝑑𝑧 

 

(3.51) 

For static case, the acceleration in all components is zero. They can be 

mathematically shown as, 

𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠

𝑑𝑥
= 0 

𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠

𝑑𝑦
= 0 

𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠

𝑑𝑧
= −𝜌𝑔 

 

(3.52) 

The z component of Equation  3.45 takes the integral for both sides, 

∆ 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 = 𝜌𝑔∆𝑧 (3.53) 

The hydrostatic pressure changes in vertical direction and depends on the unit 

weight of sea water. 
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The hydrostatic force is found by integrating the hydrostatic pressure. 

𝐹ℎ𝑦𝑠 = ∫ 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠 𝑑𝐴
𝐴

= ∫ 𝜌𝑔𝑍 𝑑𝐴
𝐴

 

 

(3.54) 

where, 𝑍 is vertical coordinate of the wetted surface point and 𝐴 is the surface area that 

hydrostatic pressure acting on it. Because it is assumed that the fluid is incompressible 

the density of sea water does not change. The hydrostatic moment is described as, 

𝑀ℎ𝑦𝑠 = ∫ 𝜌𝑔𝑍𝑟 𝑑𝐴
𝐴

 

 

(3.55) 

where 𝑟 is the moment arm that is distance between resultant force acting point and center 

of gravity of the pontoon. The hydrostatic moment is calculated with respect to the center 

of gravity of the body (ANSYS™ AQWA®  Theory Manual, 2020). 

It is essential to determine appropriate dimensions of pontoons, required freeboard 

and being stableof pontoons against to external forces and loads for design of the 

pontoons. These external forces and loads are static load, live load, dead load, hydrostatic 

pressure, reaction forces of gangways and counterweights due to wind, wave, current. 

The freeboard is calculated as, 

ℎ′ = 𝑑 −
𝑊1

𝛾𝑤𝐴
 

(3.56) 

 

where ℎ′ is freeboard, 𝑑 pontoon height, 𝑊1 is pontoon weight, 𝛾𝑤 is unit weight of water 

and 𝐴 is horizontal cross-sectional area of pontoon. 

  The pontoons transfer the wind load to mooring chains and because of this the 

pontoons have to be designed to resist the wind load.  

The articulations, mooring chains and anchorage or concrete anchorage blocks at 

the seabed must have required capacity for these loads and forces.  
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The metacentric height is an important value to determine whether floating 

structures and vessels are stable or not.  It is crucial for stability of free-floating structures, 

and it is illustrated in Figure 3.28. 

 

Figure 3.28. Metacentric height illustration on the pontoon. 

W the is weight of the pontoon, F is the buoyancy force, G and B letters represent 

center of gravity and center of buoyancy force of the pontoon and M metacenter height. 

As shown in Figure 3.28, the vertical forces are weight of the pontoon and 

buoyancy force. To satisfy the equilibrium state for the free-floating pontoons the static 

conditions are satisfied. One of them is that the weight must be equal to the buoyancy 

force. Displacement water is calculated as, 

𝛻 = (1.829𝑚)(0.610𝑚)(0.0859𝑚)(12) = 1.15𝑚3 (3.57) 

The buoyancy force is determined as, 

𝐹𝐵 = 𝛻. 𝜌. 𝑔 = (1.15𝑚3) (1.025
𝑡

𝑚3
) (9.81𝑚/𝑠2 ) = 11.56 𝑡𝑓 

 

(3.58) 

𝑊 = 𝐹𝐵 = 11.56 𝑡𝑓 

 

(3.59) 

The mass of the pontoon is calculated from the equivalence, and it is determined 

as 1179 kg. 

The other static condition for the equilibrium state is the total moment about the 

center of gravity of the pontoons is zero. The moment due to buoyancy force can be 

represented with the hydrostatic moment, 𝑀ℎ𝑦𝑠.  These moments can be described as, 

α 
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𝑀ℎ𝑦𝑠 + ∑(𝑋𝑗 − 𝑋𝑔)𝑚𝑋𝑗
= 0 (3.60) 

 

where 𝑋𝑗 is coordinates of j points, 𝑋𝑔 is coordinates of center of gravity and 𝑚𝑋𝑗
 is mass 

at location 𝑋𝑗. 

When the pontoon is tilted a little bit, the new center of buoyancy force is B’ and 

M’ is new metacenter which is intersect point of weight and buoyancy force. If the 

pontoon is more tilted the center of buoyancy is shifted to the right, GM’ distance will be 

smaller and finally it is negative, so the structure is unstable.  

According to OCDI (2002), the pontoon is exposed to a uniformly distributed 

load, if the metacentric height formula is satisfied for stability case, the pontoon is 

considered to be stable. This formula is given, 

𝛾𝑤𝐼

𝑊
− 𝐵𝐺 > 0 

 

(3.61) 

where 𝐼 is moment of inertia of pontoon’s area with respect to water cut plane, 𝑊 is 

weight of the pontoon and uniformly distributed load and 𝐵𝐺 is distance between center 

of buoyancy and gravity. 

To determine the geometrical moment of inertia, first the geometrical moment of inertia 

at center of gravity axis for each pontoon. 

𝐼𝑥𝐺 = ∫ 𝑦2𝑑𝐴

𝑎
2

−
𝑎
2

= (𝑏)∫ 𝑦2𝑑𝑦 =
(𝑏)𝑦3

3
⃒
−
𝑎
2

  
𝑎
2

𝑎
2

−
𝑎
2

=
𝑏𝑎3

12
 

 

(3.62) 

When parallel axis theorem is applied, the moment of inertia at water level cut 

plane is calculated as, 

𝐼𝑥; = 𝐼𝑥𝐺 + 𝐴𝑑
2 (3.63) 
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The calculated moment of inertias for all floaters is given in Table 3.15. 

Table 3.15. Moment of inertias of area for all floaters. 

Floater number b(m) a(m) d(m) Ad2 (m4) Ix (m
4) 

1 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

2 1.829 0.61 0 0 0.035 

3 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

4 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

5 1.829 0.61 0 0 0.035 

6 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

7 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

8 1.829 0.61 0 0 0.035 

9 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

10 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

11 1.829 0.61 0 0 0.035 

12 1.829 0.61 0.945 0.996 1.031 

    ∑ 8.386 

 

 

Figure 3.29. Floaters’ numbers. 

The metacentric height is calculated as 6.92 m which is provided stable of the 

pontoon. The floater number are illustrated in Figure 3.29.  

When the pontoon is exposed to an eccentric load the tan 𝛼 provides this formula 

(OCDI, 2002), 

(𝑊1 + 𝑃) [
𝑏2 tan𝛼

12𝑑 cos2 𝛼)  
− [

𝑏2

24𝑑
tan2 𝛼 + 𝑐 −

𝑑

2
) ] tan𝛼]

− 𝑃[𝑎 + (ℎ − 𝑐) tan𝛼] = 0 

(3.64) 
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If tan 𝛼 is satisfied the below conditions, the pontoon can be considered as stable, 

tan𝛼 <
2(ℎ − 𝑑)

𝑏
 

(3.65) 

 

tan 𝛼 <
1

10
 

(3.66) 

  

where 𝑊1 is weight of the pontoon, 𝑃 is total eccentric load, 𝑏 and ℎ is the width and 

height of the pontoon, respectively, 𝑑 is the draft of the pontoon when the eccentric load 

is employed at center of the pontoon, 𝑐 is the center of gravity of the pontoon from the 

bottom, 𝑎 is deviation of the eccentric load from the center axis of pontoon and 𝛼 is the 

inclination angle of the pontoon as illustrated in Figure 3.30. 

 
Figure 3.30. Tilted pontoons. 

The eccentric load is considered as uniform distributed load that is acting on half 

of the pontoon. The distributed load is taken 1000 N per meter.  

The stability condition according to the inclination angle of pontoon in Table 3.16, 

α is satisfied. 

 

 

1 
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Table 3.16. Parameters for Equation of 3.64, and result of α. 

W1 11565 N 

P 14375 N 

b 2.50 m 

h 0.60 m 

d 0.09 m 

c 0.41 m 

a 0.53 m 

α 2.97° 

 tan𝛼 0.05 

 
2(ℎ−𝑑)

𝑏
 0.41 

 

It is required that actual volumetric displacement is equal or very close to 

equivalent volumetric displacement in ANSYS™ AQWA®. The volumetric displacements 

depend on the mass of the structure. If the entered mass and calculated mass by the 

software is close these volumetric displacements are close. The software obtains the mass 

by using displaced water volume because the origin point is on the still water level plane 

in the project. 

The hydrostatic results tell if the structure floats or not for free-floating case 

without any dynamic effect such as; external forces, wave, wind or current. 

3.7. Modeling of Connections Between the Pontoons 

Articulations are utilized for connecting the structures which can be floating or 

fixed in place structures. The structures can connect to each other by hinged, universal, 

ball and socket and rigid joints in ANSYS™ AQWA®  software as seen in Figure 3.31. 
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Figure 3.31. Connection types in AQWA (Source: Ansys Inc., 2020). 

In the ANSYS™ AQWA®  software just rotational freedoms exist for the 

articulations which are referred to as constraints.  At the joint where the connected 

structures are linked, there is no relative translational motion. 

Constrained motions due to the articulations are expressed mathematically in 

Equations 3.67, 3.68, and 3.69. The vectors between the structure j and k and their 

connection points, respectively is described as, 

𝑟 ⃗⃗ 𝑗 = 𝑋 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑝 − 𝑋 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑔𝑗 = (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗 , 𝑧𝑗) (3.67) 

𝑟 ⃗⃗ 𝑘 = 𝑋 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑝 − 𝑋 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑔𝑘 = (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘, 𝑧𝑘) (3.68) 

The restriction boundary conditions are mathematically expressed, 

(𝑢 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗 + 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗 × 𝑟 ⃗⃗ 𝑗). 𝑒 ⃗⃗ 𝑚 = (𝑢 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘 + 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘 × 𝑟 ⃗⃗ 𝑘). 𝑒 ⃗⃗ 𝑚 (3.69) 

where (𝑢 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗 , 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗) and (𝑢 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘, 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘) represent translational and rotational motion on structures 

k and j, the rotational motion at structure k and j equals. 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗 . 𝑒 ⃗⃗ 𝑚 = 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘. 𝑒 ⃗⃗ 𝑚  and  𝑒 ⃗⃗ 𝑚 is 

unit vector, m is 1 to 3.  

The boundary condition in matrix form is given as, 
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[
𝐸𝑇 𝐸𝑇𝑅𝑗

0 𝐸𝑇
] 𝑈𝑗 − [

𝐸𝑇 𝐸𝑇𝑅𝑘
0 𝐸𝑇

] 𝑈𝑘 = 0 

 

(3.70) 

where 𝐸 is unit vector, 𝑈𝑗 = (𝑢 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗 , 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑗) and 𝑈𝑘 = (𝑢 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘, 𝜃 ⃗⃗  ⃗𝑘)  and 𝑅𝑗 and 𝑅𝑘 are position 

vectors for structure j and k, respectively.  

The rotation in the y-direction is free for hinged connections in the numerical 

model with. The boundary condition for hinge-type joint is described as, 

[
𝐸𝑇 𝐸𝑇𝑅𝑗

0 𝐺𝑇
] 𝑈𝑗 − [

𝐸𝑇 𝐸𝑇𝑅𝑘
0 𝐺𝑇

] 𝑈𝑘 = 0 

 

(3.71) 

where matrix G is given as, 

𝐺 = [

0 𝑒12 𝑒13
0 𝑒22 𝑒23
0 𝑒32 𝑒33

] 

 

(3.72) 

The rotation in x and y-direction is free for universal connections and it is 

described as, 

𝐺 = [

0 0 𝑒13
0 0 𝑒23
0 0 𝑒33

] 

 

(3.73) 

The rotation in all direction is free for ball and socket connections and it is 

described as, 

𝐺 = [
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

] 

 

(3.74) 

The component j in Equation 3.64 is represented with matrix 𝐻𝑗 and 𝐻𝑘 then the 

Equation becomes, 

𝐻𝑗𝑈𝑗 − 𝐻𝑘𝑈𝑘 = 0 

 

(3.75) 
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The forces and moments on the joints in local axes which represents with 𝑅𝑐 are 

found as, 

[
𝐹𝑗
𝐹𝑘
0

] = [

𝐾𝑗𝑗 𝐾𝑗𝑘 −𝐻𝑗
𝑇

𝐾𝑘𝑗 𝐾𝑘𝑘 𝐻𝑘
𝑇

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑘 0

] [

𝑈𝑗
𝑈𝑘
𝑅𝑐

] 

 

(3.76) 

where [
𝐹𝑗
𝐹𝑘
0

] matrix represents forces and moment on the structure j and k and the total 

stiffness matrix of the structures j and k is given as  [
𝐾𝑗𝑗 𝐾𝑗𝑘
𝐾𝑘𝑗 𝐾𝑘𝑘

]. 

Another type of articulation is rigid joint. It is not allowed to free rotational 

motion, has fully constrained motion.  

In this model  ball and socket connections are used for dock A. Stiffness of the 

connections are calculated as  244.95 kN.m/degree with allowing 10 degrees in rotation 

y. 

3.8. Modeling of Mooring Lines 

Mooring lines are utilized to keep the floating structures, and vessels under the 

extreme environmental conditions. Mooring systems involves suspended lines which can 

move, and connection parts which is anchor, pile or concrete anchorage blocks to the sea 

bed. Floating structures can be moored with wire rope, steel linked chain and synthetic 

fiber rope. The most common and used one is chain because of its durable, having strong 

resistance for abrasion at the seabed and increasing holding capacity of the anchor or 

concrete anchorage blocks (Huang and Yang, 2021). The mostly used mooring system is 

catenary and taut-leg configuration.  

In Teos Marina, the floating docks moored by catenary steel chains with diameter 

of 28 millimeters. The chains are linked aluminum dock on the floating platform to 

concrete anchorage blocks at the seabed. 
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Quasi-Static Analysis for Mooring Lines 

There are two modeling way in ANSYS™ AQWA® : they are quasi-static and 

dynamic models. The quasi-static analysis operates with the mooring stiffness curve 

without taking line dynamics into account, keeping wind and current forces as constant 

and accounting for the wave-induced vessel forces and reactions in time-domain analysis 

and a frequency response technique in which the mooring stiffness curve is considered to 

be linear and low-frequency dynamic responses to wave drift and wind impacts are 

computed as though for a single degree of freedom system (Brown, 2005).  

In quasi-static analysis the hydrodynamic drag forces and inertia forces on the 

cable are neglected (Alkarem, 2020). 

The catenary configuration can be considered as two parts; one of them suspended 

part and the other part lies part on the seabed. The chain must be resist to external forces 

which are as seen in Figure 3.32. 

 

Figure 3.32. Catenary configuration. 

The maximum tension on the chain is described as, 

𝑇 = 𝑃 sec 𝜃2 (3.77) 

The vertical forces at top and bottom are defined as, 
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𝑉𝑎  = 𝑃 tan 𝜃1 (3.78) 

 

𝑉𝑏  = 𝑃 tan 𝜃2 (3.79) 

 

The angles of 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 can find by using Equations of 3.4 and 3.5. 

𝑙 =
𝑃

𝑤
(tan 𝜃2 − tan𝜃1) 

(3.80) 

 

ℎ =
𝑃

𝑤
(sec 𝜃2 − sec 𝜃1) 

(3.81) 

where w is submerged weight per meter (kN/m) and P is horizontal external force (kN). 

The horizontal distance between concrete anchorage block and pontoon and chain 

connection is found as, 

𝐾ℎ =
𝑃

𝑤
(sinh−1(tan 𝜃2) − sinh

−1(tan 𝜃1) 
(3.82) 

 

The catenary section is considered as straight line in the software. The 

mathematical expression of this, 

𝜃1   = 𝜃2 = sin(ℎ/𝑙)  (3.83) 

𝐾ℎ = √𝑙2 − ℎ2  

Dynamic Analysis for Mooring lines 

In this study, the dynamic effects on the cables are included in the calculations. 

The dynamic analysis involves drag forces, elastic tension, bending moment and cable 

mass effects (ANSYS Inc., 2013). The mooring line is discretized and solve with dynamic 

analysis by Lumped Mass Method (LMM). The dynamic analyze gives more accurate 

results than the quasi-static method ( Lin and Yang, 2020).   

The Lumped Mass Method involves weight, buoyancy force, damping force, 

internal stiffness, hydrodynamic forces and contact force (Lin and Yang, 2020). The 
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chains are discretized to N elements in Lumped Mass Method and N+1 nodes are 

obtained. The all segments have same properties such as equivalent diameter,  

Mass matrix at each node is described as, 

𝑚𝑖 =
𝜋

4
𝑑2𝐿𝜌𝐼 (3.84) 

where d is equivalent diameter, 𝜌 is density of chain 𝐿 is unstreched length and 𝐼 is 

identity matrix for the element. 

The added mass is mathematically defined as, 

𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑝𝑖 + 𝑎𝑞𝑖 =
𝜋

4
𝑑2𝐿(𝐶𝑎𝑛(𝐼 − 𝑞�̂�𝑞�̂�

𝑇) + 𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝐼 − 𝑞�̂�𝑞�̂�
𝑇)) (3.85) 

where 𝑎𝑝𝑖 and 𝑎𝑞𝑖 are the transverse and tangential added mass, 𝐶𝑎𝑛 and 𝐶𝑎𝑡 are the 

normal (transverse) and tangential added-mass coefficients. 𝑞�̂� represents tangent 

direction for each node in direction of the line between the two adjacent points. It can be 

expressed as, 

𝑞�̂� =
𝑟𝑖+1 − 𝑟𝑖−1
|𝑟𝑖+1 − 𝑟𝑖−1|

 (3.86) 

         

where 𝑟𝑖+1 and 𝑟𝑖−1 represent the position vector of two adjacent node points. 

The equation of motion for chains elements is described as (Lin, and Yang, 2020), 

𝐹𝑀  = ∑(𝑚𝑖 +

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑎𝑖)�̈�𝑖

=∑(𝑇
𝑖+
1
2
− 𝑇

𝑖−
1
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

+ 𝐶
𝑖+
1
2
− 𝐶

𝑖−
1
2
+𝑊𝑖 + 𝐵𝑖 + 𝐷𝑝𝑖 + 𝐷𝑞𝑖) 

(3.87) 

 

where 𝑇𝑖 and 𝐶𝑖 represents internal stiffness and damping force at node i, 𝑊𝑖 and 𝐵𝑖 are 

the weight of the segments and net buoyancy force at node i and 𝐷𝑝𝑖 and 𝐷𝑞𝑖 represents 

normal (transverse) and normal drag forces at node i. 
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Generally, the hydrodynamic forces are accounted at mid points like illustrated as 

above equations then distributed to each node. Hall and Goupee (2015) determine the 

hydrodynamic forces on the node points. They claimed that the computed drag at the 

nodes supply damping of line motions. 

When ANSYS™ AQWA®  software solves the dynamic cable, it is considered as 

circular cylinder and can be solved by discretization which is illustrated in Figure 3.33. 

The forces on a discretized element are represented in Figure 3.34. Torsional effect and 

wave induced force on the cable are neglected in the software for dynamic analysis. 

 This equation motions on an element are described as, 

𝜕�⃗� 

𝜕𝑆𝑒
+
𝜕�⃗� 

𝜕𝑆𝑒
+ �⃗⃗� + 𝐹𝐻⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = 𝑚

𝜕2�⃗� 

𝜕𝑡2
 

(3.88) 

 

𝜕�⃗⃗� 

𝜕𝑆𝑒
+
𝜕�⃗� 

𝜕𝑆𝑒
× �⃗� = −𝑞  

(3.89) 

 

where �⃗�  is the tension, �⃗�  is the shear force vector on the cable element, �⃗⃗�  is the weight 

of the cable element vector. �⃗�  illustrates position vector at the cable element, �⃗⃗�  is the 

bending moment vector, m is mass per unit length, and 𝑞  is total moment vector per unit 

length for the cable element. ΔSe and De represents length of the discretized element and 

diameter of the element as seen in Figure 3.34. 𝐹𝐻⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   is sum of the hydrodynamic loads 

vector and is described as, 

𝐹𝐻  = 𝐹𝑏 + 𝐹𝑑−𝑚𝑎[𝑎𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗, 𝑎𝑗+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ]
𝑇
 (3.90) 

where Fb is the buoyancy, Fd is the drag force and ma is added mass and 𝑎𝑗⃗⃗  ⃗ and 𝑎𝑗+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

represent the accelerations at node j and j+1 in the cable element. The current drag force 

on the chain element is calculated by integrating the drag force along the element length 

in order to reach accurate result . 

 The boundary conditions at ends such as, 
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𝜕2�⃗� (0)

𝜕𝑆𝑒
2 = 0⃗  

(3.91) 

 

𝜕2�⃗� (𝐿)

𝜕𝑆𝑒
2 = 0⃗  

(3.92) 

where position of 0 and L represent bottom and top ends of the cable and L is unstreched 

length. 

The software assumes that there are mud springs in the mud layer to determine 

the reaction forces at the seabed in the mud layer. The mud spring in mud layer ensures 

the reaction forces at sea bed for every node. The reaction forces, 𝐹𝑧𝑗 at the seabed are 

described as, 

𝐹𝑧𝑗 =

{
 
 

 
 

0,

𝑚𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑔

�̂�
[−𝑑 − 𝑧𝑗 + �̂� −

�̂�

𝜋
(sin 2𝜃)]

𝑚𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑔

�̂�
[�̂� − 2(𝑑 + 𝑧𝑗)],

, 

𝜃 = −
𝜋(𝑑 + 𝑧𝑗 − �̂�)

2�̂�
 

If j node is above the mud layer 

If j node presents in the mud layer 

If j node is underneath the seabed 

 

(3.93) 

 

where 𝑚𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑡 is net mass of node j, equals the displaced water mass, �̂� is mud layer height 

and 𝑧𝑗 is z component of position vector for node j. 

 

Figure 3.33. Discretization in mooring lines. 
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Figure 3.34. Equation motion on an element (Source: ANSYS Inc., 2020). 

The catenary section specifications are given in Table 3.17. 

Table 3.17. Section properties for DIN763. 

Mass per Unit Length (ton/meter) 0.0139 

Equivalent Cross-Sectional Area (m2) 0.002 

Stiffness, EA (kN) 66954 

Maximum Tension (kN) 300 

Added Mass Coefficient 0.5556 

Transverse Drag Coefficient 1.2394 

Equivalent Diameter (m) 0.0504 

Longitudinal Drag Coefficient 0.2034 

 

Mass and load information for this German Standard chain section as seen in 

Table 3.18 is provided from the company with name of “First Rigging” (German Standard 

Chain, n.d.).  

Table 3.18. Mass and load information for the catenary-shaped chains German Standard 

Chain, n.d.). 

D (mm) 
Working load 

(kg) 

Proof load 

(N) 

Breaking load 

(N) 

Approximate mass 

(kg/m) 

28 6000 120000 300000 13.90 
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The equivalent diameter equals 1.8 times of nominal diameter (OrcaFlex Manual) 

and the equivalent cross-sectional area is calculated as cut a lobe on the chain. These 

values important for ANSYS™ AQWA®  because the software perceives the studless 

chain section as cylindrical line so it is vital the convert the equivalent line.  

Bending stiffness (EI) assumes zero, it is considered as the discretized chain 

elements can bend for small moments. Axial stiffness (EA) is calculated with below 

equation, 

𝐸𝐴 = 0.85 × 108𝐷2 (3.94) 

where D is the nominal diameter and the equation is in kN.   

According to OrcaFlex Manual the drag coefficients are calculated from 

equivalence of the drag forces at the lobe of the chain and overall chain in axial and 

normal directions. The normal areas for drag forces in axial and normal directions are 

illustrated in Figure 3.35. 

1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝐶𝑑𝑎−𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙−𝑎) =

1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝐶𝑑𝑎(𝜋𝑂𝐷) 

(3.95) 

 

𝐴𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙−𝑎 = 4(0.8𝐷2 +
𝜋𝐷2

8
) (

1

8𝐷
) = 0.6𝐷 

𝐶𝑑𝑎 = (0.106) 𝐶𝑑𝑎−𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 (3.96) 

In OrcaFlex Manual the 𝐶𝑑𝑎−𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 assumes as 0.40. 

The normal (transverse) drag coefficient can be find as, 

1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝐶𝑑𝑛−𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙−𝑛) =

1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝐶𝑑𝑛(𝑂𝐷) 

(3.97) 

𝐴𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙−𝑛 = 𝐴𝐹𝐴𝐶𝐸 + 𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐺𝐸 = 2.1𝐷 

 

𝐶𝑑𝑛 =
𝐴𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
𝑂𝐷

=
2.1𝐷

1.8𝐷
= 1.17 

(3.98) 
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where 𝑂𝐷 = 1.8 𝐷 is equaivalent diameter, 𝐶𝑑𝑎−𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 is drag coefficient for overall chain 

and 𝐶𝑑𝑎 is drag coefficient for the lobe of the chain. 

 

Figure 3.35. Normal chain area definitions (Source: OrcaFlex Manual). 

Axial added mass coefficient, 𝐶𝑎𝑎 in OrcaFlex Manual, is given as 0.08 or 0.07 

and normal added mass coefficient 𝐶𝑎𝑛 takes as 1.0 for a circular cylinder value. 

The fairlead points of the chains are modeled at the location of the concrete 

anchorage block. The boats are connected to rope linked by the concrete anchorage blocks 

and the ropes are further connected to the cleats as illustrated in Figure 3.36. During the 

tsunami some chains were broken and some of them non-broken, but they drifted away 

with the concrete anchorage blocks. 

 

Figure 3.36. The cleats on the aluminum dock. 

Mooring lines are linked by cross over on x and y axis and catenary. The chains 

are fixed to the seabed by linking the concrete anchorage blocks. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL MODELING OF FLOATING PONTOONS 

IN TEOS MARINA UNDER TSUNAMI INDUCED 

WATER LEVEL CHANGES AND CURRENTS  

4.1. Water Level Changes and Current Data of The Tsunami 

In this study, tsunami induced water level changes and current speed and direction 

data are provided by Çiçek (2022) and Doğan (2021). While Doğan (2021) used  NAMI-

DANCE to model tsunami propagation from the source to the Teos Marina area,  XBeach 

Non-hydrostatic model was used in Çiçek (2022) after coupling NAMI DANCE and 

XBeach Non-hydrostatic numerical models in the deep water.  

To simulate wave dynamics, sediment transport and morphological changes in the 

nearshore region the XBeach model is commonly utilized. XBeach software offered by 

Roelvink et al. in 2010, which is proved by field surveys and uses in laboratories. The 

software can model the morphologic changes under the current and/or wave effects. The 

new version of the software, XBeach Non-hydrostatic v1.23.5526 (Smit et al., 2010) 

considers the dispersive behavior of long waves by solving the non-linear shallow water 

(NSW) equations with non-hydrostatic pressure correction.  Unlike conventional 

hydrostatic model the X Beach Non-hydrostatic model, excels in modeling wave breaking 

and accompaying turbulence. 

It is important to note that XBeach requires high-performance computation and 

significant computer resources, especially for modeling large areas with high resolution 

(Li et al., 2012). An alternative software, NAMI DANCE, offers shorter processing times 

by utilizing Graphics Processing Units (GPU) but lacks the capability to model 

morphological changes due to its fixed base assumption. 

NAMI DANCE focuses on tsunami numerical modeling and utilizes the nonlinear 

form of long wave equations with appropriate boundary conditions. Multiple numerical 

solutions have been developed for tsunamis using long wave equations. Generally, 
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explicit numerical solutions of the NSW Equations are favored due to their reasonable 

computational time and memory requirements, and their ability to provide results within 

an acceptable error margins (NAMI DANCE, 2016 ).   

NAMI DANCE which is created by Profs. Zaytsev, Chernov, Yalciner, 

Pelinovsky and Kurkin is tested with several tsunami model predictions on international 

scale (Yalçıner vd., 1995; 2002; 2007a, b; Zahibo vd. 2003; Sozdinler vd., 2014; Dilmen 

vd., 2014; Sozdinler vd. 2015; Zaytsev et al., 2016; Kian vd., 2016; Velioğlu vd., 2016; 

Aytore vd., 2016; Lynett vd., 2017; Sogut ve Yalciner, 2019; Zaytsev vd., 2019). It 

obtains crucial tsunami hydrodynamic parameters, including water surface height, flow 

depth, current velocities, and current directions (Aytore et al., 2016). 

Both Çiçek (2022) and Doğan (2021) provided the tsunami water level and current 

data for some specific points namely components near Dock A, as shown in Figure 4.1. 

The current data involves current speeds, and current directions.  

 

Figure 4.1. Location the current data obtain. 

Tsunami induced water level change data in Components 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 

obtained from NAMI-DANCE and XBeach Non-Hydrostatic models are compared in 

Figure  4.2 and Figure  4.3, respectively. 
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of water surface elevations calculated by NAMI_DANCE at 

component 19, 20,21,22 and 23. 

 

Figure 4.3. Comparison of water surface elevations calculated by XBeach Non-  

Hydrostatic at component 19, 20,21,22 and 23. 
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As can be seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure  4.3, water surface elevations are close to 

each other in all component points. Moreover, water level results of NAMI-DANCE and 

XBeach Non-Hydrostatic models are similar. 

The current speed results of both models for the component points 19,20,21,22 

and 23 are compared in Figure  4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.4. Compare the current speed of component 19. 

 

Figure 4.5. Compare the current speed of component 20. 
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Figure 4.6. Compare the current speed of component 21. 

 

Figure 4.7. Compare the current speed of component 22. 
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Figure 4.8. Compare the current speed of component 23. 

At the points close to the boundary (like 19,20, 21) NAMI-DANCE gives lower 

current speeds, while XBeach gives similar current speeds for all the component points. 

Comparison of NAMI-DANCE and XBeach Non-Hydrostatic models in terms of the 

current speed shows that XBeach calculates higher current speeds. Since there is no 

measurement during the tsunami event, it is not possible to verify the model results. 

However, Nami-dance current data is used for this study because it is more logical that 

the current speeds toward to the shoreline decrease as seen in Fig. 4.4-4.8. A shoreline 

will experience a succession of successive crests and troughs from a tsunami. Their speed 

reduces as they approach beaches, bays, or harbors with shallower water (International 

Information Center. International Tsunami Information Center, A UNESCO/IOC-NOAA 

Partnership,2023). 

As can be seen in Figure 4.2 the water level changes due to the tsunami from 

Nami-dance are very similar for all components. In that case, water level changes from 

component 23 as seen in Figure 4.9, are utilized as an input to introduce the water level 

elevations due to the tsunami to Ansys AQWA. 
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Figure 4.9. Water surface elevation in component 23. 

The Nami-Dance current data in comp 23 indicates that the higher current speeds 

are predominantly in the North (N) and North North East (NNE) directions as can be seen 

in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10. Current directions versus current speeds from Nami-dance results. 
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4.2. Introduction of Tsunami Induced Water Level Changes to 

Numerical Model in ANSYS™ AQWA®  

In ANSYS-AQWA there is no option to define a tsunami wave explicitly. 

However it is possible to introduce water surface elevation time series as external files 

(*.wht). In this study, firstly water surface elevation changes due to tsunami obtained in 

component 23 is converted to wht file and the model is run under the given water 

elevation data. Unfortunately, AQWA gave error and did not accept the wht file. Because 

the minimum frequency allowed in a time series in the program is 0.015915 Hz or almost 

63 secs (AQWA Theory Manual (2020)), while the tsunami waves have much longer 

periods. For example, the value of the peak frequency of the tsunami wave is 0.000977Hz 

(1020 seconds in period).  

As  it is mentioned in Chapter 3, there is another option to introduce waves in 

AQWA is to enter a user-defined spectrum. It is possible to convert time based water 

surface elevation data into frequency based spectrum by employing method of Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT). 

In this study tsunami waves are introduced to AQWA with a spectrum of the 

tsunami waves. To control this and validate AQWA, a regular wave that has 1.5 m of 

wave amplitude and a wave period of 8 seconds, is introduced to the software, and 

obtained spectrum of the regular wave by using Fast Fourier Method. The spectrum of 

the regular wave is also entered as input to the software and compare the profiles obtained 

from the regular wave and its spectrum. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the profile of 

the entered regular wave and the spectrum of the regular wave, respectively. Figure 4.13 

illustrates the wave profile of the entered regular waves as the spectrum.   
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Figure 4.11. Wave profile of the introduced regular wave in AQWA. 

 

Figure 4.12. Spectrum of the regular wave. 
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Figure 4.13. Wave profile obtained from spectrum of regular waves in AQWA. 

According to Figure 4.11 and 4.13, same profiles are obtained in Ansys AQWA. 

To verify this process, the regular wave and the regular wave with the spectrum 

results on the same floating dock model are investigated. The control provides a 

comparison of forces on connections between the pontoons in the floating dock. Figure 

4.14 shows the forces on the connections in the y direction.  

 

Figure 4.14. Results of connection forces in the y direction from AQWA. 

These forces which must be on the connections in the y direction are also 

calculated using Goda’s wave pressure formula. It is determined that 844 kN force must 
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be on the connections in the y direction. The numerical results are very close to calculated 

force by using Goda’s formula so it is verified the operation in the study for water level 

changes due to the tsunami. 

The frequency spectrum of the tsunami induced water surface elevations is given 

in Figure 4.15. Spectrum data is converted to an external file with the extension of  *.xft 

including frequency and corresponding spectrum value data which have a maximum size 

of 200.  

 

Figure 4.15. The frequency spectrum of tsunami induced water surface elevations. 

The non-smoothed spectrum data is used to get rid of the effect of smoothing.  

Since there are three hours’ water level elevation and current data, the model run is 

conducted for a duration of three hours. 

  In user defined spectrum option, in addition to spectrum file, direction of the 

wave, directional spreading and seed number should be defined. The main direction of 

the tsunami waves are in between N and NNE, as can be seen in Figure 4.16. N and NNE 

directions make 30 and 7.5 degrees with the orthogonal of the dock A. Therefore, it is 

assumed that the tsunami wave is perpendicular to dock A to be on the safe side.  
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Figure 4.16. Main tsunami wave direction (Source: Google Earth, Google Inc.). 

For directional spreading, it is assumed that waves are uni-directional. For the 

seed number, it is first chosen automatically by AQWA. Seed number is used to define 

the phase of the wave. It is possible to convert spectrum data to time series data by inverse 

FFT technique and various time series can be obtained by using different  seed numbers. 

When the seed number is chosen by AQWA automatically, as can be seen in Figure 4.17  

that the sequence of water level fluctuations is different than the target tsunami water 

surface elevation data, although the maximum elevations and the number of waves agree 

each other.  
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Figure 4.17. Comparison between the surface elevations of target (comp 23) and 

AQWA with automatic seed number. 

Various seed numbers are tried to find appropriate seed numbers and the water 

level changes are obtained with the different seed numbers. Comparison with target water 

level changes and the water level changes with some of the different seed numbers are 

given in between Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.21. To decide the seed number RMSE (Root 

Mean Square Error) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) are calculated for tried seed number 

and it is given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. RMSE and MSE for tried seed numbers. 

SEED no Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) Mean Squared Error  (MSE) 

1 0.789 0.634 

5 0.641 0.514 

6 0.768 0.577 

7 0.735 0.606 

8 0.698 0.552 

9 0.809 0.647 

10 0.739 0.594 

11 0.680 0.543 

12 0.760 0.629 

13 0.666 0.545 

14 0.701 0.545 

15 0.695 0.550 

17 0.61 0.478 

18 0.846 0.659 

29 0.726 0.580 

31 0.681 0.540 

170 0.734 0.595 

289 0.724 0.552 
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Figure 4.18. Comparison of water level changes with seed number of 5 and target one. 

 

Figure 4.19. Comparison of water level changes with seed number of 11 and target one. 

 

Figure 4.20. Comparison of water level changes with seed number of 13 and target one. 

 

Figure 4.21. Comparison of water level changes with seed number of 31 and target one. 
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When the seed number is 17, the lowest RMSE and MSE are obtained. It is 

decided to take the seed number as 17 and it generates time series as close as the target 

surface elevation time series are obtained as shown in Figure 4.22.  

 

Figure 4.22. Comparison between the surface elevations of target (comp 23) and 

AQWA with seed number of 17. 

To determine impact of the tsunami waves on the numerical model, the wave 

surface elevation can be obtained from AQWA and compared with actual data. It is 

crucial that the first peak and second peak tsunami waves occur at the same time with the 

model, as eyewitness accounts suggest that the second wave caused severe damage to the 

marina following the initial large tsunami wave. These values closely approximate the 

real data at the correct time.  Figure 4.22 shows a correlation between the peak points and 

their corresponding times, indicating a successful match between the model and the actual 

scenario. 

4.3. Introduction of Tsunami Induced Current speed and directions to 

Numerical Model in ANSYS™ AQWA®  

Tsunami waves can create severe currents thay may damage vessels and floating 

structures. Therefore, current speed and direction are significant terms. Borero et al. 

(2015) state that the currents due to tsunamis apparently take a risk for maritime 
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operations and their study involves the hazards on ports and harbors because of the 

tsunami-induced currents. 

It is possible to introduce the current by entering the constant depth averaged 

current speed and direction. Moreover, it is also possible to define depth variable current 

data. However, current data cannot be introduced as time series. For this reason, firstly, 

the current data are converted to force and moment acting on floating docks and vessels. 

Then structure force and moment data can be introduced as time series given as an 

external file in ANSYS™ AQWA®  software.  

To obtain the forces due to the currents Equation 4.1 is applied.  

𝐹𝐷 =
1

2
𝜌𝐶𝑑𝑉

2𝐴𝑛 
(4.1) 

 

where 𝐹𝐷 is drag force, 𝐶𝑑 is drag coefficient, ρ is sea water density, 𝑉 is the current speed 

and 𝐴𝑛 is the structure area to the normal flow. The drag coefficients depend on current 

speed, normal area to the flow, shape and geometry of structure, material roughness and 

draft.  

In this study, tsunami-induced currents are introduced as external forces on the 

floating dock in a time series. To control this a constant current is entered with a current 

speed of 4 m/s and the direction perpendicular to the pontoons and the constant current 

with the same properties is converted to external forces acting on the structure. To 

comparison of these models connection forces in the y direction are analyzed. When the 

constant current is entered in AQWA, the average of the forces is 540 N and when the 

current is entered as external forces in AQWA, the average of the forces is 600 N. Figure 

4.23 illustrates the results. 
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Figure 4.23. Connection forces results of the two models (one includes constant current 

and the other one is consisted of external forces) in the y direction from AQWA. 

 As seen in Figure 4.23 the results are close to each other. The current force is 

calculated as 530 kN force that must be on the connections in the y direction. The 

calculated one also is similar to the numerical results from AQWA so it is deduced that 

the software is validated and indicates that a current data can be introduced to AQWA as 

external forces in a time series with appropriate adjustments.  

 In this study, the forces and moments are calculated not only on pontoons but also 

on vessels berthed in docks and then all of them are sum up. Keen et al. (2017) also 

consider the current force on the vessels to obtain demands of the tsunami induced 

currents. In their study, the governing drag force equations are obtained from U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (2005), to calculate longitudinal and transverse drag forces due to the 

current on a vessel. However, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (2005) recommends the 

equations for current speeds of 1.5 m/s or below and for boats moored in comparatively 

big harbors. Since the current velocity data obtained from both of  XBeach and 

NAMIDANCE involves velocities bigger than 1.5 m/s. The formulas given in Britisih 

standards (BS 6349 - 6: 1989, BS 6349-1: 2000) are used in this study. 

4.3.1 Current Forces on Pontoons 

The current forces on pontoons are considered longitudinal and transverse axis. 

The current drag force equation for the pontoons along the longitudinal (in x-axis) and 

the transverse (in y-axis) are given below: 
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𝐹𝑥 =
1

2
𝜌𝐶𝑥𝑉

2𝐴𝑥 
(4.2) 

  

𝐹𝑦 =
1

2
𝜌𝐶𝑦𝑉

2𝐴𝑦 
(4.3) 

According to BS6349-6 if the ratio of water depth to the pontoons’ draft is smaller 

than 5, the correction factors must be used. But in this simulation the ratio is about 46.5 

so there is no necessary to use the correction factor to calculate force owing to the currents 

on the floating dock. 

To obtain longitidunal and transverse current drag coefficients (Cx and Cy) on 

pontoons, Figures 4.24 and 4.25 are used. 

 

Figure 4.24. Longitudinal drag coefficients for the pontoons (Source: BS 6349 - 6: 

1989). 
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Figure 4.25. Transverse drag force coefficients (Source: BS 6349 - 6: 1989). 

4.3.2 Current forces on vessels 

Equations 4.4 and 4.5 are used to calculate the transverse and longitudinal current 

forces on vessels, respectively. 

𝐹𝑇𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝐶𝑇𝐶 (𝑉𝐶)
2𝐿𝐵𝑃 𝐷𝑚𝜌 (4.4) 

where; CCT is depth correction factor and CTC is transverse drag force coefficient, LBP is 

length of the vessels which is perpendicular to the current direction and Dm is draft of the 

vessels. The drag coefficients for the vessels are obtained from BS 6349 - 6: 1989 as can 

be seen in Figure 4.26. The depth correction factors are used to obtain force due to the 

currents on the vessels because the water depth over draft ratio is 2.22. The correction 

factors for forces in the transverse directions are shown in Figure 4.27. The length and 

draft of the vessels in Teos Marina are 8 meter and 1,8 meter, respectively as can be seen 

in Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.26. Drag force coefficients for vessels (Source: BS 6349 - 6: 1989). 
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Figure 4.27. Water depth correction coefficients for transverse current force (Source: 

BS 6349-1: 2000). 
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Figure 4.28. Draft sizes of the vessels at Teos Marina. 

𝐹𝐿𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐶𝐿𝐶 (𝑉𝐶)
2𝐿𝐵𝑃 𝐷𝑚𝜌 (4.5) 

 

where; CCL is depth correction factor and CLC is longitudinal drag force coefficient. The 

depth correction factors are obtained for the study case from BS 6349-1, 2000 as seen in 

Figure 4.29. 

 

Figure 4.29. Water depth correction coefficients for longitudinal current force (Source: 

BS 6349-1: 2000). 

The longitudinal and tranverse current forces are composed of current forces on 

the pontoons and vessels, the moments about x and y directions are calculated considering 

only drag forces on the pontoon, because there is no transfer of the moments from vessel 

to the pontoon due to berthing of vessel with ropes.  
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CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1. Free-Floating Hydrostatic Analysis 

The hydrostatic analysis involves volumetric displacement check and metacentric 

height control. The hydrostatic analysis is examining stability of the free-floating body in 

still water.  

One of the most essential points in the hydrostatic analysis is that the actual and 

equivalent volumetric displacements should be close to each other. Close results indicate 

that mesh properties are convenient in the model. In this model, the volumetric 

displacements are close to each other for all components of the floating dock as seen in 

table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Volumetric displacements. 

Pontoon # Actual Volumetric Displacement Equivalent Volumetric Displacement 

Pontoon 1 1.1501 m³ 1.1502 m³ 

Pontoon 2 1.1501 m³ 1.1502 m³ 

Pontoon 3 1.1501 m³ 1.1502 m³ 

Pontoon 4 1.1501 m³ 1.1502 m³ 

Pontoon 5 1.1501 m³ 1.1502 m³ 

Pontoon 6 1.1501 m³ 1.1502 m³ 

Pontoon 7 0.8625m³ 0.8625 m³ 

 

Metacentric heights for all pontoons are bigger than the zero as it is calculated, 

6.92 m. It means that it is in stable equilibrium in still water. The stability criteria of the 

metacentric height for the free-floating body are given as small angle stability parameters 

in AQWA and the results are given in table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2. Small angle stability parameters. 

CoG to CoB (BG) 

0.37 m 

Metacentric Heights (GM) 

6.92 m 

CoB to Metacenter (BM) 

7.29 m 

 

5.2. Stability Analysis 

 Determining the stability of the structure without external, waves, current forces, 

etc. is the purpose of the stability analysis. The stability check examines the responses of 

the structure for 6 degrees of freedom. The results are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. 

To reach more accurate results the software was provided to make more iterations for 

responses, and this is available with defining maximum error for displacement and 

rotations iterations which are taken as 10-9m and 10-4°, respectively. The displacements 

and rotations for all pontoons at these 6 degrees of freedom are close to zero and show 

that they are stable.  

 The responses of the pontoons are calculated with respect to the global origin of 

the model which is at the middle point in the x and y-directions, and water level in the z-

direction.  

Table 5.3. Displacements of the pontoons in stability analysis. 

Pontoon # X(m) Y(m) Z(m) 

Pontoon 1 5.27E-04 1.89E-04 -0.03 

Pontoon 2 5.24E-04 1.91E-04 -0.04 

Pontoon 3 5.23E-04 1.82E-04 -0.04 

Pontoon 4 5.22E-04 1.85E-04 -0.05 

Pontoon 5 5.21E-04 1.80E-04 -0.05 

Pontoon 6 5.20E-04 1.83E-04 -0.05 

Pontoon 7 5.17E-04 1.87E-04 -0.05 
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Table 5.4. Rotations of the pontoon in stability analysis. 

Pontoon # RX(m) RY(m) RZ(m) 

Pontoon 1 -6.12E-04 5.51E-02 -2.36E-04 

Pontoon 2 -6.12E-04 2.81E-02 -2.55E-04 

Pontoon 3 -6.12E-04 1.32E-02 -2.23E-04 

Pontoon 4 -6.12E-04 -1.79E-03 -2.29E-04 

Pontoon 5 -6.14E-04 -1.74E-03 -2.23E-04 

Pontoon 6 -6.12E-04 2.40E-03 -2.26E-04 

Pontoon 7 -6.10E-04 -1.07E-03 -2.29E-04 

    

5.3. Hydrodynamic Analysis 

The hydrodynamic analysis involves determining the responses of the pontoons, 

forces on the chains and connections and stability controls of the concrete anchorage 

blocks against sliding and lifting under the tsunami effects. The tsunami impacts are water 

level changes, current forces, and moments on the floating structure due to the tsunami.  

5.3.1 Hydrodynamic Responses 

Hydrodynamic responses of the pontoons in six degrees of freedom under the 

tsunami effect are given in Table 5.5. Pontoon numbers given in Table 5.5 are illustrated 

in Fig.5.1. Reference points for each pontoon are the same as in the stability analysis. 

 

Figure 5.1. Pontoons’ numbers. 
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Table 5.5. Hydrodynamic responses of the pontoons. 

  x(m) y(m) z(m) 

PONTOON# min max min max min max 

1 -0.81 0.97 -0.84 0.90 -2.64 1.64 

2 -0.79 0.83 -0.67 0.70 -2.20 1.42 

3 -0.78 0.74 -0.67 0.68 -2.12 1.18 

4 -0.76 0.72 -0.66 0.66 -2.02 1.11 

5 -0.79 0.65 -0.69 0.66 -2.40 1.00 

6 -0.86 0.65 -0.71 0.71 -2.58 0.86 

7 -1.07 0.65 -0.79 0.78 -2.40 1.06 

  RX (°) RY (°) RZ (°) 

PONTOON# min max min max min max 

1 -43.9 41.6 -11.3 11.6 -5.2 4.6 

2 -41.6 40.8 -9.2 9.3 -4.0 3.8 

3 -42.0 42.8 -9.0 8.9 -3.7 4.0 

4 -41.9 41.7 -8.7 8.8 -4.3 3.8 

5 -41.3 40.0 -8.7 9.1 -4.3 4.4 

6 -39.8 38.2 -11.2 12.1 -4.9 4.7 

7 -38.2 38.4 -12.7 12.1 -5.5 5.5 

 

 The pontoons have the most displacement in the z-direction. The reason for that 

can be the water level changes due to the tsunami. 

 

5.3.2 Forces on the Connections 

The numbers of the connections and forces on the connections are given in Figure 5.2 

and 5.3, respectively, and the ball and socket joints were broken by the tsunami. 

 

Figure 5.2. Numbered connections. 
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Figure 5.3. Maximum forces on the connections. 

Figure 5.3 shows that the forces are higher than the capacity of the connections. 

The connections are more exposed forces in the x direction as seen in Figure 5.3. The 

reason may be that forces due to the tsunami-induced currents have stronger components 

in the x direction rather than the y direction. The tsunami-induced current forces in the x 

and y direction are given in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.4. Tsunami-induced current forces in the x direction. 
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Figure 5.5. Tsunami-induced current forces in the y direction. 

The numerical model results show that forces in the x direction creates rotations 

in y direction. It agrees with what really happened during the tsunami event. A video 

recorded during the tsunami (TEKNO POLITIK, 2021, 32:43) shows that the first two 

pontoons started to rotate relative to each other. Moreover, pictures taken during and after 

the tsunami show that pontoons were split and dragged offshore as shown in Figure 1.2 

was mentioned in the Introduction part. As seen in Figure 5.6 the floating dock A was 

dragged offshore and the pontoons of dock A were split due to the tsunami. This may 

occur due to the failure of the connections, which are achieved to simulate in the 

numerical model. 

 

Figure 5.6. Remaining the pontoon of dock A after the tsunami. 
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5.3.3 Forces on the Chains 

The forces on the chains are calculated using cable dynamic option in AQWA 

under the tsunami effects. Chains are numbered and shown in Figure 5.7. As can be seen 

in Figure 5.7 chains are oriented to resist against different directions. Calculated tensions 

in the chains of the floating docks are given in Figure 5.8. The capacity of the chains is 

also indicated in Figure 5.8.  

 

Figure 5.7. Numbered mooring chains. 

 

Figure 5.8. Demands from the tsunami and capacity (breaking load) of the chains. 

Almost all chains exceeded capacity load which agrees well with the post-tsunami 

photos showing that pontoons dragged offshore with broken chains. It was realized that 

the water level changes due to the tsunami have a significant role in chain or fairlead 

breaking. Figure 5.8 shows that most of the chains were broken due to tsunami loads. 
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 Stability Analysis of Concrete Anchorage Blocks against sliding 

and uplift  

Sliding resistance can be found by the frictional resistance of the concrete 

anchorage blocks against horizontal pulling force. The horizontal pulling force equals to 

resultant force on the cable in horizontal directions which are x and y direction.  

The sliding of the concrete anchorage block can be controlled by the formula 

given below: 

𝐹𝑆𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
∑𝐹𝑅
∑𝐹𝐷

=
𝜇𝑊

√𝐹𝑥2 + 𝐹𝑦2
 

 

(5.1) 

where 𝐹𝑆𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 is factor of safety for sliding and it should not be smaller than 1.5, ∑𝐹𝑅 

represents resistance force due to the concrete anchorage block weight, 𝐹𝑥 and 𝐹𝑦 are 

forces on chain in x and y direction, respectively. 𝜇 is friction coefficient of the seabed 

and it is taken as 0.5 because the sea bottom material around dock A is sand. It is 

confirmed by sieve analysis test on a sample taken in the Teos Marina, at the Soil 

Laboratory of İzmir Institute of Technology. The results of the sliding check for each 

concrete anchorage block are given in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.9 illustrates the concrete 

anchorage blocks’ numbers. 

 

Figure 5.9. Numbered concrete anchorage blocks. 
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Table 5.6. Sliding controls for each concrete anchorage blocks. 

Concrete Block# Fr(kN) Fd(kN) F.S.-sliding Check 

1 23.56 924.72 0.03 not safe for sliding 

2 23.56 535.76 0.04 not safe for sliding 

3 23.56 546.92 0.04 not safe for sliding 

4 23.56 273.41 0.09 not safe for sliding 

5 23.56 788.99 0.03 not safe for sliding 

6 23.56 654.50 0.04 not safe for sliding 

7 23.56 548.95 0.04 not safe for sliding 

8 23.56 451.98 0.05 not safe for sliding 

9 23.56 308.46 0.08 not safe for sliding 

10 23.56 762.21 0.03 not safe for sliding 

11 23.56 307.32 0.08 not safe for sliding 

12 23.56 740.81 0.03 not safe for sliding 

13 23.56 525.40 0.04 not safe for sliding 

14 23.56 674.16 0.03 not safe for sliding 

15 23.56 892.11 0.03 not safe for sliding 

16 23.56 437.81 0.05 not safe for sliding 

17 23.56 793.46 0.03 not safe for sliding 

18 23.56 361.57 0.07 not safe for sliding 

19 23.56 726.27 0.03 not safe for sliding 

20 23.56 695.19 0.03 not safe for sliding 

21 23.56 542.51 0.04 not safe for sliding 

22 23.56 524.36 0.04 not safe for sliding 

23 23.56 330.50 0.07 not safe for sliding 

24 23.56 566.71 0.04 not safe for sliding 

25 23.56 363.96 0.06 not safe for sliding 

26 23.56 951.76 0.02 not safe for sliding 

 

            Table 5.6 shows that all the concrete anchorage blocks are sliding under tsunami 

loads. Sliding results of the numerical model agree well with observations and 

measurements in the marina after the tsunami. It is also observed that some concrete 

anchorage blocks uplifted and floated during the tsunami. Therefore, it is also checked 

that uplift of the anchorage blocks could be simulated or not in the numerical model. 

In the case of up-lifting, there are three forces to be considered on a concrete 

anchorage block. These are weight of the concrete anchorage block, buoyancy force on a 

concrete anchorage block and tension in the mooring chain in the vertical (z) direction. If 

the weight of the concrete anchorage block is bigger than the summation of both 
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buoyancy and chain tension forces in Z direction, up-lift will not occur. It can be 

mathematically expressed as, 

𝑊 − 𝐹𝐵 > |𝐹𝑍| 

 

(5.2) 

where 𝐹𝐵 and 𝐹𝑍 are the buoyancy force on the concrete anchorage block and chain 

tension force in the z-direction, respectively. Table 5.7 shows the uplift results of concrete 

anchorage blocks during the tsunami.  

Table 5.7. Uplift check for each concrete anchorage blocks. 

Concrete Block# W(kN) Fb(kN) Fz(kN) Control 

1 47.13 18.23 -439.34 uplift 

2 47.13 18.23 -373.27 uplift 

3 47.13 18.23 -319.19 uplift 

4 47.13 18.23 -147.38 uplift 

5 47.13 18.23 -492.38 uplift 

6 47.13 18.23 -452.00 uplift 

7 47.13 18.23 -353.32 uplift 

8 47.13 18.23 -183.88 uplift 

9 47.13 18.23 -108.96 uplift 

10 47.13 18.23 -322.75 uplift 

11 47.13 18.23 -191.54 uplift 

12 47.13 18.23 -339.80 uplift 

13 47.13 18.23 -322.44 uplift 

14 47.13 18.23 -444.74 uplift 

15 47.13 18.23 -279.32 uplift 

16 47.13 18.23 -459.80 uplift 

17 47.13 18.23 -358.22 uplift 

18 47.13 18.23 -266.40 uplift 

19 47.13 18.23 -420.03 uplift 

20 47.13 18.23 -421.22 uplift 

21 47.13 18.23 -318.28 uplift 

22 47.13 18.23 -218.58 uplift 

23 47.13 18.23 -375.98 uplift 

24 47.13 18.23 -254.89 uplift 

25 47.13 18.23 -591.38 uplift 

26 47.13 18.23 -280.72 uplift 

As can be seen in Table 5.7 all the concrete anchorage blocks floated. According 

to the eyewitnesses of the tsunami in the marina, the concrete anchorage blocks floated, 

and this case is confirmed with uplift controls for the concrete anchorage. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most recent tsunami occurred on 30 October 2020 in the Aegean Sea, which 

was generated by an Mw 6.6 normal-faulting earthquake, between Izmir and Samos 

Island. The tsunami severely damaged the Turkish and Greek coasts and killed one person 

in Seferihisar. Especially, floating docks in Teos Marina, Seferihisar were highly 

damaged due to tsunami hydrodynamic forces. It was observed that the mooring chains 

and fairleads were broken, and the pontoons were dragged offshore. Moreover, the 

aluminum frames of docks and the moored ships were damaged.  This thesis focused on 

examining the tsunami-induced damage on the floating docks, specifically Dock A which 

was the most damaged in Teos Marina. A numerical model was used to investigate the 

hydrodynamic behavior of the floating pontoons under tsunami-induced forces. After 

checking the stability of the pontoons without any external forces such as wave, wind, or 

currents, etc., hydrodynamic responses of the pontoons, forces on the mooring chains and 

forces on the connections and anchorage blocks were calculated. Results were compared 

with the post-tsunami surveys, photos, records, and eyewitness testimonies.  

The following conclusions were derived from the numerical model results: 

1. The literature survey shows that mid-fidelity hydrodynamic numerical models 

based on potential flow theory solved in the time domain have not been used 

in tsunami-induced damages on the floating docks. Since mid-fidelity 

hydrodynamic tools enable to simulate nonlinear subsystems like the joints 

and mooring chains, they have advantages in modeling floating docks. In this 

study, for the first time, water level changes and currents due to the tsunami 

could be introduced to a mid-fidelity model, Ansys-AQWA, by coupling the 

frequency spectrum of tsunami-induced water surface elevations and the time 

series of the current forces. Agreement between the water surface elevations 

of the target and the model, especially for the biggest tsunami wave in the time 

series showed that it was achieved to simulate the tsunami impacts in the 

numerical model. 
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2. The demand tension loads due to the tsunami calculated by the numerical 

model exceeded the capacity load for almost all the tensioned chains, which 

agrees well with the post-tsunami photos showing that pontoons dragged 

offshore with broken chains.   

3. Calculations based on the numerical model indicated that many of the concrete 

blocks used as mooring anchors were dragged and uplifted due to the tsunami. 

Eyewitness observations support this result. The main reason for the uplift is 

water level changes due to the tsunami.  

4. The connections between the pontoons experienced rotations and forces 

exceeding their capacity in the numerical model that agrees with the post-

tsunami records showing that relative rotations and split of the pontoons 

dragged offshore.  

5. It can be suggested that if all the floating docks in Teos Marina can be 

modeled, more accurate results might be obtained. However, it was not 

possible due to high computer cost. 

Consequently, the tsunami-induced damage to floating dock A in Teos Marina 

were examined successfully in this study. The numerical analysis results are well-

matched with the actual event. The inferences of the study can contribute to a better 

understanding of the hazards on the floating pontoons due to tsunamis, especially in ports, 

and highlight the prominence of further research on the improved strength of coastal 

structures and resistance to tsunami-like extreme conditions. 
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